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Abstract 

The laws of Ontario operate on the principle that indivi

duals should govern their own conduct unless it affects others 

adversely. The laws are created to protect individuals and 

their property and to ensure that citizens respect the rights 

of others. However, laws are protected and entrenched which 

defy this principle by permitting and fostering intolerance. 

This thesis addresses the local option laws of Ontario's 

liquor legislation which protect and legitimize invasion of 

personal liberty. These laws permit municipalities to prohi

bit or restrict retail sale of liquor within their boundaries 

by vote or by COQ~cil decision. Local option has persisted 

t:b.roughout Ontario's history and is unlikely to be abolished 

despite the growing acceptance of liquor in society. 

To explain the longevity of these la. ... ·ts, J.R. Gusfield' s 

approach to understanding moral crusades is used. Local option 

laws have become symbols of the status and influence of the so

ber, industrious middleclass of the 1800's who founded Ontario. 

The right to control drinking reassures people vlho adhere to 

the traditional values that their views are respected in society. 

John stuart Mill's proposed guidelines for h~~dling poten-

tially harmful co~~odities, like liquor, are revealed as being 

consistent with the intention of Ontario's liquor laws but in-

adequate for symbolic issues. If tolera..11.ce of personal lrberty 

is to be acheived, then the issues must be transformed from 
iii 



evocative ones into quiescent ones. The study of local option 

is used to assess how a symbolic issue can be recast to in

duce people to tolerate the self-regarding pursuits of others. 
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Preface 

Few areas of law are invested with a significance as deep

rooted as that of the local option laws of Ontario. The local 

option provisions give municipalities the right to prohibit the 

sale of liquor within their boundaries and have not been altered 

since the reinstatement of local option in 1927. after its sus

pensiol1 during prohibition. In that year the Ontario Temperance 

Act prohibiting the retail sale of liquor in the province was 

repealed, but the municipal by-laws, which had prohibited li

quor retail prior to the implementation of the Ontario Temper

ance Act, remained in effect. Municipalities retained these by

laws and their "dry" status until a sixty per cent majority 

favoured their repeal and the retail sale of liquor within their 

boundru~ies. Since 1927. those municipal boundaries of 1916 

have bl3en retained as the legal ones for liquor votes. If a 

municipality or a portion of one is annexed by or amalgamates 

with another municipality, then that area retains its liquor 

status until it is altered by a plebiscite in which only the 

residents of the area are eligible to vote. 

Local option has resulted in a complex 8.l1d confusing 

system of licensing in Ontario because a municipality can have 

a vari'ety of liquor statuses within its different sections. 

Despite the complications and the increasing costs of votes, 

record-keeping and supervision of local option areas, the 

liquor boundaries have not been realigned with the political .-
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ones, nor have the statuses of "dry" areas been altered 

to correspond to the status of the mlli~icipality of which they 

are.apart. The provincial government has publicly declared 

that it will respect the liquor status of these ar.eas and will 

not interfere with the local option boundaries. The refusal 

of government to implement policy changes in this area is in-
- .. _._- .. ,-_.----,- , 

dicative of the significance of local option. 
~. • .. _M __ ••• • •• • ,,~ •••• ___ .,. 

Local option has acquired a symbolic meaning during its 

long history as a law in the province. It has persisted , 
because of what it once represented and 

lize t,O an element of Ontario's society. 

symbol of the values embraced in Ontario 

continues to symbo

Local option is a~ _ ... __ ............. __ ... ,._ .............. ,,_.... I 
I .. ( 

1n the n1neteenth ' 

century: the values of. sobriety, piety, industry and self-

--control. As these values have been replaced by more permis

sive ones and by an attitude that is tolerant of the moral 

weaknesses of others, the people that believe in them have 

adhered to laws which reflect these values. Because these peo

ple increasingly identify the law as a protector of their 

standards of conduct and morality, they resist changes to the 

law which would make it more consistent with the popular values 

and morality in society. By retaining these laws like local-"" 
------~-~---.-.-.-" -~--.---~---.~---.. 

option in their communities, these people are able to cre-
._--------- •••• - •••• - M_ .. ~ __ ~ _____ •• _. ___ • __ ".' ___ 4. __ , •• _ "., .' --- ." ••••• ~ •••••• - ••••• _-- -.-- ,._, ••••••• -.-. __ • __ 

ate and perpetuate the soc~_~~t __ t_~~.~_ w~:t .. .-t,o l~,~~_~~ .. ~ .. _, The 

laws allow them to believe that their definition of morality 
- .-. ~. _.,,"_' - .. . _ .... -. --- .. ---- . -..... ~-- -.-.----.~ .. , •.. - ... -

and respectability is still valid and accepted • 
. _----------_ .. ---"-' ..... - .. ---------"--' .. -.. '----.-~.---.-.----"----... - .. - . 

This thesis examines local option and the meanings it 

has acquired. It offers an interpretation of the present law 
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and its history to explain its persistance as an issue of im

portance in Ontario' s history and thel'l investigates the hand

ling of this law that is invest~d with a ve~ special meaning 

for some people. The purpose of this thesis is to. elicit an 

understanding of local option as a status and symbolic issue and 

to facilitate a comprehension of how issues that are so evoca

tive must bE? handled if the rights and feelings of people in --_ .. _-_._--
society are to be respected. 

Chapter one gives an overview of the major ideas ex

pressed in the thesis. It presents the Ontario liquor legisla

tionasbeing consistent with the liberal principles that John 

stuart Mill outlined for handling desired but potentially dan

gerous commodities. The anomaly in this legislation is local 

option because, unlike liquor legislation and Mill's principles, 

it allows people to interfere with the personal liberty of 

others. It legitimizes the prohibition of retail sale of al

cohol in communities. Mill's guidelines are used to 'determine 

the way that liquor should be handled in a society founded on 

liberal democratic principles. Because Mill's standards are 

framed for instrumental issues and cannot be applied to local 

option since it is invested with a symbolic meaning (and toler

ance is antithetical to its meaning) and its advocates will 

not willingly abide by them, his standards are presented as 

the goal to be attained through adept handling of symbolic 

issues like local option. The nature of a status a~d symbolic 

issue is then presented in anticipation of chapter t~Iee. 

Chapter two explains what local o'ption is and how it op-
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erates. In the second part of the chapter, the legal history 

of local option is traced to illustrate the longevity of the 

issue and how the present law developed. This chapter is in-

tended to provide the reader with a fundamental understanding 

of local option as a law in order that it can be explained in 

chapter three. 

Chapter three offers an explanation for 

of local option as an issue. It illustrates 

the persistence 

that local oDtio~ 
'. - \ 

has not been altered directly in spite of the major changes 
- \ \ 

! . 

made to othe:r: __ a.:E:a.:_~ ... ~f the liquor legislation in rec.ent. . years • 

The second section of this chapter is an interpretation and 

exposition of views on the history of local opti.on. It por

trays it as a status and symbolic issue and offers this ex-
----.------.--~.-.-.-"-.-. "--'"" " .. - "- . .~-,- -~". -_._-_ .. , ... 

planation for its longevity and the lack of changes made to 

it. 

Local option is compared to other related laws in chap

ter four to ascertain whether or not it is handled in an unique 

manner" The comparison .is made in three areas: liquor legis-

lation in general; other municipal boundary laws; and a sym

bolic law which has been closely related to local option, 

Sunday legislation. Although local option is handled in a 

manner that is similar to Sunday laws I' it retains an unique

ness. It is accorded a special status. 

The manner of dealing with local option effectively and 

in such a way as to reduce its political intensity and sym-

bolic meaning is the focus of chapter five. This chapter re-_ 

turns to ~.~ill and illustrates why his guidelines for dealing 
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with potentially harmful commodities and with areas in which 

people have a propensity to interfere with t·he actions of others, 

are inadequate when these areas acquire symbolic meanings. The 

chapter then explores the ways of handling laws in symbolic 

areas to increase the possibilities of people tolerating the 

conduct of others which they may find offensive but does not 

directly affect them. 

To understand a law that has persisted as long as local 

option has, it is necessary to explore the past and present, 

the facts and interpretations as well as the instrumental and 

symbolic meanings. Once this understanding is acquired, then 

the me~~s of maximizing the benefits of this law to society 

become clear. This thesis illustrates how local option can 

be transformed s.o that feelings of "wets" and. "drys" are both 

respected and tolerated. "\ 
",: .. 



Sacred Boundaries 

The current liquor legislation of Ontario allows citizens 

to gOV€irn drinking behaviour in society. It respects the in

dividual choice of whether or not people wish to drink and 

only ir:lterferes with abuse of alcohol. The liquor laws reflect 

the liberal principles espoused by such political philosophers 

as John stuart Mill generally. The notable exception to the 

lib'eral or Millian nature of the laws is local option. 

The local option laws of Ontario permit individuals to ;, 

interfere with the personal liberty of others. Because this 

is a significant departure from the rest of the legislation, 

it is necessary to ask why local option has been retained J l 'J, 

! 
throughout Ontario's history, especiallY in the present times! .. 

when abstinence is the exception and n.ot the rule of conduct. 

This chapter is intended to establish the basis for an

swering that inquiry. It will first examine the liquor legis

lation in relation to the guidelines that John Stuart Mill pro

posed for dealing with commodities like liquor. Because local 

option is an anomaly in the legislation, the argument of J.R. 

Gusfield for interpreting moral reforms (local option) as a 

status and symbolic issue will be examined. This interpreta'

tion will then be used in chapter three to obtain an under

standing o,f local option and the reasons why it has persisted 

as a law. Local option shares many of the characteristics of 

other reform movements, therefore, it will be discussed in re-

6 



lation to some of the movements which closely resemble it in 

terms of supporters and meanings. The solution for handling 

local option issues will be formulated to apply to similar 

issues '. John stuart Mill's standards are chosen to apply to 

this issue because his principles are very similar to those 

embedded in Ontario's liquor legislation. His work provides 

7 

the theoretical framework for the interpretation and solution 
I' " 

", 

L 
f .I f( lA, ':r ,"!"":' I::~":i'" '\l~~"::", 

" to this issue. 

011tario's system of liquor control reflects the guide-

lines for handling potentiallY harmful commodities that John 

stuart Mill claimed were consistent with the liberal tradition 

of liberty and equality. Mill perceived liquor control a~;a 
----··-....... _~ ... _ •• _. ___ ... ""~'.' ... 'r'~ 

preferable alternative to prohibition,. In his estimation, the 
.. ', ~ .. " .. ".""~,, ."' ./ 

principle of choice was necessary to preserve to the utmost 

--until someone's choices began to harm another or society. 

Mill rurgued that each adult should have the right to govern 

(." (, 

himself and his conduct in society because each individual was 

the best judge of what was good for himself. l The Control 

system operates on these premisses and allows people to choose.f, \',: 

to drilnk or not and to what extent. It restricts this choice 

to people who are considered rational, adult members of society 

and de:nies it to people who abuse that choice excessively, or 

are considered too young to decide for themselves. 2 The pur

pose of the Control system is to provide access to drinking .. '" "-'-----..,'''---~i'>t .... '''"'I'I>!_l .... ~I~',,..\:.,, 

and to protect the liberty of individuals but not to inter

fere with the activities of individuals unless they enda.nger -, 

others. 

:~. '. . 



Mill stresses that this is a necessary principle that 

socie~8 should use in determining whether or not it should 

interfere with an individual: 

That principle is, that the sole end for 
which,mankind are warranted p individually 
or collectively, in interfering with the 
liberty of action of any of their number, 
is self-protection. That the only purpose 
for which power can be rightfully exercised 
over any member of a civilised community, 
against his will, is to prevent harm to 
others. His own good, either physical or 
moral, is not a sufficient warrant. He 
cannot rightfully be compelled to do or for
bear because it will be better for him to 
do so, because it will make him happier, 
because, in the opinions of others, to do 
so would be wise, or even right. 3 

Society should not interfere with anyone if his conduct does 

not harm others. The most that society can do is to reason 

or remonstrate with the individual pointing out the dangers 

8 

in that line of conduct. The law should not prohibit him from 

behaving as he chooses but should allow him to behave as he 

desires and only prevent him from interfering with this paral

lel right of others. 

This rule for the determing the legitimate extent of 

authority over individuals in society is only applicable to 

full members of a civilised society: 

this doctrine is meant to apply only to hu
m~~ beings in the maturity of their faculties. 
We are not speaking of children, or of young 
persons below the age which the law may fix 
as that of manhood or womanhood. Those who 
are still in a state to require being taken 
care of by others must be protected against 
th~ir O\1n actions as well as against extern
al injurye4 

Mill continues to say that these people must be compelled to 



do things which are good for them until they are "capable of 

being improved by free and equal discussion." 5 This point 
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of maturity is attained when they have been sufficiently ed

ucated to discern what is best for them. But once a person 

reaches the age of rna-jori ty, then coercion can no longer be 

used. 6 Mill claims that society has had its chance to instruct 

members as to what it considers proper and cannot interfere 

if the member chooses to refuse its customs and advic~. 

Mill defines two types of actions based on the legitimate 

extent of authority society has over an individual. The first 

type is other-regarding actions. These actions may be control

led and the individual may be punished for them when they are 

prejudicial to the interests of others. If these actions af

fect the rights of others or harm them. then society is justi

fie-d in punishing the actor by law. But if the acts of an in-

dividual are "hurtful to others, or vlanting in due considera-

tion for their welfare, without going to the length of violat

ing any of their constituted rights"? then the offender may 

only be punished by....-_o.p.inion. Because individuals owe an obli-
~-. 

gation to society for protecting them, they must respect the 

rights of others and help defend the society from injury and 

molestation, and respect the welfare of others. If an individ

ual chooses to ignore these responsibilities, which are crucial 

to the maintenance of a peaceful society, then he must be pun

ished. 

Mill designates the second type of actions "self-regarding". 
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These actions may not be interfered with by others. Conduct 

which is self-regarding "affects the interests of no persons 

besides himself, or needs not affect them unless they like 

(all the persons concerned being of full age, and the ordinary 

amount of understanding). In all such cases, there should be 

perfect freedom, legal and social, to do the action and stand 

the consequences. tl8 These actions may only affect others 

"with their free, voluntary, and unde:ce,ived·; consent a...l'ld 

participation. ,,9 If others are implicated without their con

sent, then the action becomes other-regarding and is punish

able. Usually, self-regarding actions only affect the individ

ual directly and then affect others through him. 

According to Mill, self-regarding actions are not injur

ious to others directly but "may be proofs of any amount of 

folly, or want of personal dignity and self-respect • .,IO Mill 

does not censure such acts because they are not evil. They 

can be tolerated because unlike other-regarding actions they 

are not the result of a harmful, immoral character. The self

regarding actor is not encroaching on the rights of others nor 

is he harming or cheating anyone by pursuing his preferred 

conduct. Even where actions have been proved as injurious to 

happiness they should not be prohibited. Mill asserts that in

dividuals should consider what experience has revealed but 

whether or not they accept the lessons of experience is their 

discretion. Others must abide by their decision. 

Self-regarding actions must be tolerated, however this 
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does not mean that others should participate in the activity, 

nor that they must associate with the actor. People reserve 

the right of association with an individual who is a.cting dis

tastefully or contrary to their standards. They may avoid 

such a person provided that their avoidance is not intended to 

punish him nor to coerce him into conforming.ll He does not 

become an enemy, only a person to be let alone. Conversely, 

this individual cannot expect society to associate with him 

if they disapp~ave of his conduct. He must accept avoidance 

as a consequence of his actions. Mill explains that this is 

unavoidable because: 

f i} hough doing no wrong to anyone, a per
son may so act as to compel us to judge 
him, and feel to him. as a fool, or as a 
being of an inferior order, and since this 
judgement and feeling are a fact which he 
would prefer to avoid, it is doing him a 
service to warn him of it beforehand, as 
of any other disagreeable consequence to 
which he exposes himself. 12 

Out of a feeling of disinterested benevolence, others should 

advise the individual before judging and avoiding him. People 

should also caution others against associating with this per-

son if they think the individual will have an adverse affect 

on them. Interference is limited to advice not punishment in 

self-regarding actions. 

Self-regarding actions become other-regarding when, "by 

conduct of this sort, a person is led to violate a distinct 

and assignable obligation to any other person or persons. l ) 

The case then: 



is taken out of the self-regarding class, 
and becomes amenable to moral disapproba
tion in the proper sense of the term. If, 
for example, a man, through intemperance or 
extravagance, becomes unable to pay his 
debts, or, having undertaken the moral res
ponsibility of a family, becomes from the 
same cause incapable of supporting or ed
ucating them, he is deservedly reprobat
ed, and might be justly punished; but it 
is for the breach of duty to his family or 
creditors, not for the extravagance. 14 

The distinction that Mill is making here is that whether or 

12 

not the action is wrong is not important, the consequences of 

it are and thus, must be punished. Where damage or definite 

risk of damage to others exists, an action becomes other-regard-

ing. 

Mill addressed the question of how to apply these stand

ards to drinking directly. He labelled prohibitory measures 

as "infringements on the liberty" 01' individuals in society.15 

Dri~~ing, or even becoming intoxicated is not a punishable act 

because it falls into the self-regarding class of activities. 

He stipulates that: 

No person ought to be punished simply for 
being drunk, but a soldier or a policeman 
should be punished for being drunk or duty. 
Whenever, in short, there is a definite dam
age or a definite risk of damage, either to 
an individual or to the public, the case is 
taken out of the province of liberty, and 
placed in that of morality or law. 16 

The act of drinking does not warrant interference with others, 

only a breach of duty does. The policeman, or someone else 

can only be ptmished when his actions become other-regarding. 

To punish an individual for actions which are self-regard

ing would result in that individual pursuing the activity illic-
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itly. Mill argues that it is only by allowing potentially 

harmful commodities to be sold legally that restrictions can 

be placed on sellers, and that accepted standards are met. 

Interfering in liquor trade and retail is not a violation of 

liberty: "The interest, however, of these dealers in promot

ing intemperance is a real evil, and justifies the state in 

imposing restrictions and requiring guarantees which, but for 

that justification, would be infringements of legitimate lib

erty.,,17 It is the responsibility of the state to ensure that 

the dealers do not encoUrage others to harm themselves in or

der that they (the dealers) may profit. This type of encourage!

ment becomes other-regarding. 

The legitimate restrictions on the sale of these commodi

ties should not be prohibitory but should prevent abuse. Mill 

deems policing of public resorts as a legitimate form of inter

ference because offences against society often originate there. 18 

He approves of regulated hours of opening and closing and limi

tation of licences to people of respectable and responsible 

characters. It is a legitimate exercise of authority to close 

a public resort if these standards are violated or it becomes a 

rendezvous for people planning offences against the law. How

ever" the limitation in number of such places as beer and spirit 

houses to render liquor unattainable and to diminiSh temptation 

is a violation of liberty. ~ restriction of this nature, 

not only exposes all to an inconvenience be
cause there are, some by whom the facility 
would be abused, but is suited only to a state 
of society in which the labouring classes are 
avowedly treated as children or savages, and 



placed under an education of restraint, to fit 
them for future admission to the privileges of 
freedom. This is not the principle on which 
the labouring classes are professedly governed 
in any free country.19 

14 

To limit outlets in number or by such means as taxation is 

wrong because it denies individuals the right to govern them

selves and gives them the status of childern or savages. 

J,., S. Mill's principles underlie the present liquor legis

lation in Ontario. The purpose of the Liquor Control Board is 

to establish liquor stores and outlets in compliance with the 

licence act and to ensure that.the quality of liqour manufac

tured is acceptable. It is concerned with the revenue genera~ 

ted., from liquor sales. The purpose of the Liquor Licence Board 

is to issue licences and ensure that licencees meet the stan-

dards established by the government. The boards, are not inten

ded to prohibit liquor or make access to it difficult but to 

make it available to the public with control over the interests 

of dealers. Drinking is not condemned unless it becomes a..11 

other-regarding and harmful activity. Hence, individuals who 

violate the laws or their familial and social obligations while 

under the influenc.e of alcohol may be interdicted from drinking. 

Section 35 of the Liquor Licence Act, 1975, states that: 

Where it is made to appear to the satisfaction 
of the Board that a person, resident or sojour
ning in Ontario, by excessive drinking of li
quor, misspends, wastes or lessens his estate, 
or injures his health, or interrupts the peace 
and happiness of his family, the Board may make 
an order of interdiction prohibiting the sale 
of liquor to him until further ordered. 

The individual is affecting the interests of others prejudicial-
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lye Therefore, he may legitimately be prohibited from buying 

liquor. If the individual is an alcoholic, then he may be sen

tenced to up to ninety days in a detoxication centre. 

The liquor legislation is intended to encourage individuals 

to exerci§e self-restraint and choice. Liberty in this activity 

is tolerated in general. However, local option is not based on 

tolerance and contradicts the liberal nature of the liquor laws. 

Local option allows individuals in society to inflict th,eir 

morality on others and to interfere in a self-regarding activity. 

Despite the general trends of the liqour legislation and society 

towards becoming more permissive, local option remains a pro

hibito~J law. It defies Mill's principles by making access to 

liquor outlets more difficult. 

Local option originates from what Mill would censure as 

"one of the most universal of all human propensities," namely 

"to extend the bounds of what may be called moral police, until 

it encroaches on the most unquestionably legitimate liberty of 

the individual.,,20 It is this tendency in humans which causes 

them to attempt to make others conform to their beliefs, customs 

and opinions. Mill condemns this human trait because it is 

one of the most difficult to control and the most dangerous: 

this encroachment is not one of the evils which 
tend spontaneously to disappear, but, on the con
trary, to grow more and more formidable. The 
disposition of mankind, whether as rulers or as 
fellow-citizens, to impose their own opinions 
and inclinations as a rule of conduct on others, 
is so energetically supported by some of the 
best and by some of the worst feelings incident 
to human nature, that it is hardly ever kept un
der restraint by any-thing but want of power. 21 
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Hence, this propensity to interfere with others is founded upon 

the best and worst sentiments. Because evil intentions can be 

disguised as good, this disposition to encroach on o.th.ers is 

very dangerous and must be restrained~ 

Mill suggests that a strong barrier of moral conviction 

against the propensity to encroach on the rights of thers, could 

t t OO h O f' f ° 22 preven h~s "m~sc ~e' rom grow~ng. However, this solution 

is difficult if not impossible to implement in many instances. 

Individuals often refuse to respect the choices of another and 

avoid that person, parade their dislike of him, or attempt to 
,...-

change his behaviour through soical and legal coercion. iWhen a 
~"'''' 

society becomes polarized over ideas of conduct, the tendency 

of a group to interfere with another is heightene~:\ 

Because this propensity is detrimental to Millian liberal 

~rinciples encompassed by Ontario's liquor laws, it·is peculiar 
~""-"""'-''''''''' 

that local option is retained. Local option permits pe~ple to 

submit to this tendency and not control it. Attempts to pre

vent prohibitionists from interfering with drinkers are not 

successful. The abstainers do not acknowledge dri~~ing as a 

legitimate area of personal liberty; they interpret it as other

regarding. Instead of outlawing this interference and coercing 

abstainers to tolerate the conduct of others, the law symboli

cally legitimizes the conduct. 

In Symbolic Crusade, J.R. Gusfield exa~ines this propensity 

in the Temperance movement. 

~moral reform as a symbolic 

1 political context: 

He offers an interpretation of 

and status issue within a social and \ ~- .. \ 
, 



issues of moral reform are analyzed as one 
way through which a cultural group acts to 
preserve, defend, or enhance the dominance 
and prestige of its own style of living 
within the total societY.23 

17 

Groups attempt to reform others in order to reassure themselves 

of their dominance in society. They interfere with others be

cause they believe that their inclinations or opinions are cor

rect and that they are helping others by inducing them to 

accept these standards. 

Gusfield notes that the tendency to dominate over the hab

its of others becomes more pronounced if an established group 

in society feels that its values and standards are being re

placed by new ones. Duril1g the crusades for prohibition. the 

abstinent protestant native middleclass felt that their way of 

living was being threatened by the drinking immigrant, Catholic 

working class. Drinking became the symbol of the differences 

between the two groups. Gusfield analyzed the social conditions 

which makes the drinker's actions particularily irritating to 

the abstainer and aggravates the need to reform him: 

These conditions are found in the develop
ment of threats ·to the socially dominant 
position of the Temperance adherent by those 
whose style of life differs from his. As 
his own claim to social respect and honor 
are diminished, the sober, abstaining citi
zen seeks for public acts through which he 
may reaffirm the dominance and prestige of 
his style of life. Converting the sinner 
is one way; law is another. Even if the law 
is not enforced or enforcable, the symbolic 
import of its passage is important to the re
former. It settles the controversies between 
those who represent clashing cultures. The 
public support of one conception of morality 



at the expense of another enhances the pres
tige and self-esteem of the victors and de
grades the culture of the 10sers.Z4 

18 

The abstainer~:sees the traditional values of the culture upheld 

as the valid ones and too new values rejected when laws or 

public acts support his position. For abstainers in the United 

states and Canada, prohibition was the ultimate confirmation 

of their style of living. In Ontario, local option remains a 

confirmation of the traditional lifestyle of the old, sober 

middleclass, in a society that does not view abstinence as a 

mark of respectability and self-control. 

Reformers in symbolic issues usually lack an economic 

incentive which makes their actions perplexing to others: 

Typical of moral reform efforts, Temperance 
has usually been the attempt of the moral 
people, in this case the abstainers, to cor
rect the behaviour of the immoral people, in 
this case the dri~~ers. The issue has appear
ed as a moral one, divorced from any direct 
economic interests in abstinence or indulgence_ Z5 

option cases, the reformers (abstainers) do not gain \ 

monetarily from their actions. They only gain in symbolic 
~ 

In local 

terms; bW seeing their way of life preserved. In many in

stances though, organized opposition to the abstainers does 

originate in economic interests. Indulgence in liquor means 

higher profits to restaurant and lounge owners. However, the 

actions of this group are usually restricted to encouraging 

people to dri~1{, not in "reforming" abstainers. 

Gusfield's interpretation of reform movements as a status 

defence has been subject to criticism. Z6 Roy W~llis claimed -

that Gusfield's argument was fundamentally flawed because pro-
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hibitienists cannet be viewed as sharing a status cencern and 

theref.ere, the cenclusien that this was their metive fer IOb-

taining legislative referm is misleading. Wallis dees not 

effer an alternate explanatien fer their actiens altheugh he 

dees agree with Gusfield that the effect ef the legislation 

was net instrumental. The main thrust ef Wallis' and ether 

peeple's criticism;- is that Gusfield cencentrates en the status 

metives to the exclusien ef ether equally valid enes. 

Gusfield dees not exclude ether metives lOr ignere their 

impertance. He cencentrates en the status aspect ef meral re

ferm because it is werthy ef study apart frem other metives and 

has net been explered te the same depth as religieus, secial 

and ecenomic reasens. In Symbelic Crusade, Gusfield explains 

that: 

Our attentien te the significance ef drink 
and abstinence as symbels ef membership in 
status greups dees net imply that religieus 
and meral beliefs have net been impertant in 
the Temperance mevement. \~e are net reduc
ing meral referm to semething else. Instead 
we are adding semething. Religieus metives 
and meral fervor de net happen in vacue, a
part from a specific setting o 27 

Other facters are net disceunted but acknewledged. Gusfield's 

werk is net intended te be a definitive histery ef a mera.l 

referm mevement but an interpretation ef causes and cenditiens. 

The purpese ef his study is te offer a new framewerk for under

standing these mevements. 

Because Gusfield's work influenced this study ef lecal 

eptien I effer the same defence and explanatien as Gusfield. -
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Local option is interpreted as a status issue to provide a 

basis for understanding the persistence of local option in 

Ontario.- Analyzing local option in Gusfield's manner explains 

the significance atta:ched to these laws, particularily when 

religious motives for prohibiting liquor are diminishing. 

The reformers of old (prohibitionists of the 1920's) are now 

the conservatives in the province. Their efforts are concen

trated more upon ensuring that local option and "dry" areas are 

retained tnan inconverti~sections of the population to their 

view, or in obtaining prohibition again. But the propensity 

and motives remain the same as the ones studied by Gusfield. 

Therefore, this interpret-ation ~f local option, consistent 

with Gusfield's, offers a means of understanding why people 

will not voluntarily abide by the principles of individual 

liberty outlined by John stuart Mill. 

It is the intention of this thesis to explain local option 

by placing the issue in a symbolic context. This frame work 

will aid in discovering how these issues should be handled. 

John stuart Mill's work provides a standard for judging the 

handling of these issues in societies modelled on liberal pre

misses: to ensure that the personal liberty and development of 

individuals are protected. The purpose of this thesis is to 

explore whether issues of moral reform can be tr~~sformed to 

confrom to his principles. 

This presentation of local option differs fro~ other 

accounts of local option. There is not a great deal of mater-;.. 

ial published on local option because general interest in it 
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has subsided as the province has moved towards a "wet" status. 

As a result much of the information on local option has been 

extracted from studies on related topics, such as prohibition, 

primary sources and interviews. Where the status implications 

of prohibition and local option are mentioned it is usually in 

passing or in the context of a general history. Two works, 

however, have presented local option and prohibition in a man

ner consistent with the perspective adopted here, G. A. Hallo

well's Prohibition in Ontario has supplied much insight into 

the attitudes and motives of the prohibitionists in Ontario 

in the 1920·s. Similarily, J.R. Burnet's study on liqour and 

Sunday laws in Toronto from the 1800's to the present is an 

informative analysis of the motivations of reformers. 

Although this study focusses primarily on local option, 

reforms for Sunday laws will also be examined. Throughout 

the history of temperance reform in Ontario, Sunday reforms 

have been closely li~~ed. This is not surprising because, as 

Mill notes, they arise out of the same propensity of humans 

to coerce others into accepting their beliefs and customs. 

Mill condemns Sabbatarian legislation as an lIimportant example 

of illegitimate interference with rightful liberty of the in

dividual.,,28 Although he commends one day of rest per week, 

he cautions that this justification for legally establishing 

a day in common for observance does not "apply to the self

chosen occupations which a person may think fit to employ his 

leisure, nor does it hold good, in the smallest degree, for 

legal restrictions on amusements.,,29 Because these acts are 
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self-regarding, an individual is entitled to liberty in choos-

ing his occupation or Sundays. 

The right of individuals to liberty in these areas was 

also violated during the prohibition era in Ontario. As Hallo

well comments, the early twentieth century, 

was also an era of 'prohibitions'; all man-
ner of things were disapproved of, and attempts 
were made to legislate against the offenders. 
On an Ontario Stmday in 1919, for example, I 
was forbidden to buy ice cream, newspapers, 
or a cigar, to play baseball, tennis or golf, 
to fish or take a steamboat excursion. The 
Lord's Day Alliance carefully guarded against 
the breaking of the Sabbath. Horse-racing 
suffered from restrictions, 'moving pictures' 
were heavily censored or prohibited; the use 
of tobacco was increasingly attacked. 30 

The reform efforts in these areas originated in the feelings 

of one group, the traditional middleclass. Breaches of sobriety, 

temperance or forms of moral laxity were seen as threats to 

their status. Legislation against these threats was interpret

ed as endorsing their position and conduct.· As others in so

ciety increasingly rejected their habits and beliefs, their 

need for legal endorsement of their position increased. Their 

status and dominance was shaken by the influx of nevI customs 

and therefore the legislation began to assume a more than in

strumental purpose; it reassured them that they were still the 

dominant group. in societyo 

The al1.ger and fears of these reformers persist and under-

lie local option issues. Because local option has a strong 

symbolic connotation? it cal1not be handled like instrumental 

issues can be. This thesis vvill offer an explanation of why 
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local option is special and how it must be managed. The criteria 

for judging the handling of the law will be whether or not 

the feelings of individuals are respected and individual lib

erty is maximized. 



The Local Option Law and Its Origins 

The present local option law of Ontario is the product 

of a long history of development. The local option boundar

ies are based upon the municipal boundaries that were in ex

istence ,in 1916, but the fight for the prohibition of liquor 

wi thin municipalities extends back into the early hist'olry' of 

the province. It is only by understanding the development 

and origins of this law that the law itself can be comprehen

ded. 

This chapter provides an explanation of the present law 

and then traces the history of the law. In the former sec

tion, voting procedures and questions in local option plebis

cites, the term "dry" as it applies to municipalities, arld 

the effect of liquor votes on boundaries are among the fea

tures of the legislation explained. In the second section. 

the history, the chronological development of the law is out

lined to illustrate the longevity of the issue of local op

tion and the basis for the current law. This history is di

vided into three main periods which correspond to the phases 

in the, law's life: pre-Confederation to 1890; 1891 to 1916; 

and 1928 to the present. A brief account of the 1920's and 

prohibition under the Ontario Temperance Act. will be pro

vided as a bridge between the second and the third periods. 
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The Present Law 

Local option is a central feature of the liquor legis-

lation and is responsible for the creation of "wet" a..",d "dry" 

dis·tricts in Ontario. It extends to "local communities (ci

ties, towns, villages and townships) the right to exclude the 

sale of liquor by local veto."l However, this law does not 

extend the right of prohibiting personal liquor consumption 

and liquor manufacture to municipalities. In Ontario there 

are presently fifty-three municipalities which prohibit the 

retail of liquor within their boundaries, and two hundred and 

twenty-five municipalities which prohibit either stores or 

licences .2 

The right to local option is contained in the Liquor Li

cence Act of Ontario. In, this act the local option provi

sions state that subject to sections concerning votes and to 

regulations accompanying the act: 

no licence shall be issued or government 
store established of a class for the sale 
of liquor in a municipality, 

(a) in which the sale of liquor or the 
sale of liquor under that class of 
licence or store was prohibited un
der the law as it existed immediately 
before this Act comes into force; or 

(b) although the sale of liquor is not 
prohibited by law, no licence has 
been issued or government store es
tablished since the 16th day of Sep
tember, 1916_3 

Therefore, by this act, liquor retail is prohibited in muni

cipalities which, prior to this act and under the former one, 
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had voted against that class of licences or type of store; 

and in municipalities in which no licences have been issued 

prior to the enactment of the Ontario Temperance Act in 1916. 

In the first instance, liquor may not be sold until a vote is 

held in a municipality and a sixty per cent majority favours 

changing the status of the municipality regarding liquor. In 

the second case, where a licence has not been issued or a 

government store established since September 1916 but no by

law exists prohibiting liquor, then only forty per cent of 

the voters are required to approve the change of status.4 

The voting procedure is carefully outlined in the act. 

Votes may be submitted to the electorate of a community in 

two ways: either the council of a municipality may submit one 

or more of the liquor questions to a vote, or, the electorate 

of a community may obtain one by submitting a petition, 

signed by twenty-five per cent of the voters, to the council. 

The votes determine the extent to which an area will be "dry". 

There are eight questions which may be submitted to the 

electorate determining the liquor status or "dryness" of an 

area. Each question must be voted upon if that class of li

cence or store is to be established where it pronibited prior 

to the vote. The local option questions are: 

1. Are you in favour of the establishment 
of Government stores for the sale of 
spirits, wine and beer? 

2. Are you in favour of the establishment 
of Government stores for the sale of 
beer only for resident consumption? 

3. Are you in favour of the authorization 



of Ontario wine stores for the sale of 
Ontario wine only for resident consump
tion? 

4. Are you in favour of licensing premises 
for the sal'e of beer only for consumption 
on licensed premises to which both men 
and women are admitted whether singly or 
escorted? 

5. Are you in favour of the sale of beer and 
wine only under a dining room licence for 
consumption on licensed premises where 
food is available? 

6. Are you in favour of the sale of spirits, 
beer-and wine under a dining lounge li
cence for consumption on licensed premises 
where food is available? 

7. Are you in favour of the sale of spirits, 
beer and wine under a lounge licence for 
consumption on licensed premises? 

8. Are you in favour of the sale of spirits, 
beer and wine under an entertai~~ent 
lounge licence for consumption on licensed 
premises?5 . 
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When a question is voted upon and an affirmative vote is ob

tained, then the municipality or part concerned becomes "wet" 

in that classification. For example, on December 9, 1974, 

question six was submitted to the electorate of the town of 

Ancaster in the county of Hamil ton-vtentworth. Of a possible 

9,165 eligiple voters, 2,596 voted in the referendum, 1,608 

in the affirmative, and 988 in the negative. This result 

change,d the status of the town to "wet" on that question be

cause 67.11 per cent of the voters favoured dining lounge li-
/' 

cences. This was seven per cent over the required total.o 

Dining lounge lioences were then permitted subject to the ap

proval and regulations of the Liquor Licenoe Board. 
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If the required majority is obtained in a vote on the 

questions concerning dining lounge licences (classification 

six) or entertainment lounge licences (classification seven), 

then a dining r.oom licence may be issued without the formali

ty of a vote.7 Again, this is illustrated in the example of 

Ancaster. Ancaster was formerly "dry" on the question of 

dining room licences, lounge licences and entertainment li

cences but I~et" on the question of dining lounge licences. 

Therefore. if an application is made to the board requesting 

a dining room licence, then that licence may b.9 granted wi th

out a vote being taken. It is only for classification five 

that this rule applies. In all other circumstances votes 

must be held to change the status of an area on liquor~. 

A municipality may revert to a former "dry" status if it 

wishes. The Liquor Licence Act provides for a municipality 

to "s.ubmi t to the electors such questions respecting the clo

sing of the store or premises as are prescribed by the regu

lations. tl8 This provision is termed "the continuance clause." 

Questions under this section are formulated using the same 

classifications as for the authorization of stores and li-

cences, but address the issue of whether or not they will be 

allowed to continue. If a sixty per cent majority votes 

against continuing the licences or stores, then "from and af-

ter the 31st day of March in the following year, any govern

ment store established in the municipality shall be closed, 

or licences of any class for the premises in the municipality 
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shall be discontinued, as the case may be, in accordance with 

the question or questions submitted and voted upon."9 This 

t o • ld d by' o. lOt' 10 sec J.on J.~ se om use ,munJ.cJ.pa J. J.es. 

Liquor votes must be taken a full three years apart, re

gardless of whether they are continuance or allowance votes. 

All voting procedures are governed by the Municipal Elections 

Act 1977, and the persons qualified to vote in a liquor ple

biscite are those persons that would be eligible voters in a 

municipal election. ll Municipalities are allowed to delay 

liquor votes until they can be held in conjunction with the 

municipal elections in order to defray the costs of the v'otes. 

The continuance provision is particularily important '.' 

because liquor boundaries are based on the municipalities in 

existence in 1916. Annexations, amalgations and boundary 

changes do not affect the status of an area. Changes in po

litical boundaries since 1928 have complicated the status of 

municipalities and parts of municipalities because the area 

that is annexed to another municipality retains its status 

regarding liquor. Section 34(1) of the Liquor Licence Act 

1975 states that: 

No amalgamation of a municipality with 
anothermunioipality and no annexation of 
the whole or a part of a municipality to 
another municipality affects the operation 
of this Act at the time of the amalgamation 
or annexation in the municipality amalga
mated or municipality or part annexed or 
elsewhere until such operation is affected 
pursuant to a vote under thia Act in the 
municipality amalgamated or municipality 
or part annexed~ as the case may be. 

A vote is necessary to alter the status of the area annexed 
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or amalgamated to another municipality. The "persons quali

fied to vote upon a (liquorJquestion or questions are the 

persons who would be eligible to vote at an election held in 

the municipality amalgamated or part annexed, as the case may 

be.,,12 This requires that a vote be held separately for the 

annexed or amalgamated area. The results of the vote for 

that area cannot be compiled with the results of the munici

pality joined even if the status of the two areas coincides. 

Officially. the annexed or amalgamated area exists as a separ

ate entity.l) If an annexed or amalgamated area so desires, 

it can revert to a former status different from the status of 

the municipality joined or the one left. The continuance 

clause of the.Liquor Licence Act ensures this. 

This section of the law has created many difficulties 

for the Liquor Licence Board because it must retain accurate 

records of the municipalIties and parts annexed or amalga

mated. Maps of cities and municipalities recording boundary 

changes have been obtained from city planning departments to 

supplement the written records of the Board to ensure that 

the status of areas is correctly recorded and is not confused 

in the future. The Liquor Licence office also encounters 

difficulties in ensuring that the electorate in communities 

are notified of pending votes or hearings requesting votes to 

change the liquor status. 

The costs and difficulties in maintaining this section 

of the liquor legislation are high. but the liquor boundaries

have been preserved and the system of local option is 
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unlikely to be abolished. The entrenched ,position of local 

option laws is emphasized by the long history of the law as a 

legal issue •. The subsequent section of this chapter will 

trace the development of the present law to provide the his

torical background to local option and its peculiar features. 

The History 

The history of local option is embedded in the liquor 

reform and prohibition movements of Ontario. Social concern 

o.ver.::;liquor consumption arose in the 1820's and 1830' sand 

has endured into the present. This history of reform and lo

cal o~tion falls into three general periods. The first peri~ 

od covers early legislation which attempted to control alco~ 

hoI use from the pre-confederation years to 1890. The second 

period, 1891 to 1916, was characterized by significant re

forms in legislation at the provincial level of government 

and climaxed with the enactment of ,the Ontario Temperance Act. 

It was during this period that support for local option 

peaked. The third period covers the reinstitution of local 

option under the Liquor Control Act and traces the subsequent 

amendments made to the liquor legislation which have affected 

local option. The intervening years. 1916 to 1927, were the 

years of prohibition in which local option was suspended. 

Therefore, this period is only dealt with briefly. 

As early as the 1820's and 1830's, the middleclass popu

lation of Ontario began to view incontinence as a problem. 
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In response to this view, members of the middleclass began to 

form groups such as the Victoria Temperance Society with the 

intention of reforming the drinking habits of the lower 

classes in society.l4 The early groups, which attempted to 

assimilate the lower classes into accepting sobriety as a way 

of· life, were unsuccessful. As a result, the Canada Temper

ance League was formed in the 1850's and like its American 

predecessors, concentrated on reforming drinking habits 

through political (coercive) means. 15 The objective of the 

League was "to advocate the necessity for and the advantages 

arising from a prohibition liquor law, to petition the Legis

lature for such and enlist into the service all those who are 

willing to 'subscribe thereto. Although working in union with 

the present temperance associations, this declares as its 

definite object the interference of the law.,t16 This League 

and similar ones were responsible for initiating the changes 

in the liquor laws of Ontario. 

Prior to confederation. municipalities of the Province 

of Canada, which beca~e Ontario, had the right to prohibit 

the retail sale of liquor within their boundaries. l ? In 1864, 

in response to public concern, the Legislature of Canada im-

plemented the Dunkin Act whose purpose was to "amend the laws 

in force respecting the sale of intoxicating liquors and 

issues of licences therefore, and otherwise for the repres

sion of abuses resulting from such sale ... 18 This act ex

tended to counties, cities, towns, townships and villages of 
, 

Ontario and Quebec the right to prohibit the retail sale of 
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liquor within their boundaries, by popular vote. It provided 

that municipal councils could pass by-laws prohibiting li

quor either with or without submitting the law to the vo-

ters, or the electorate could petition for such a by-law and re

quest that a vote be taken. 19 This local option law was 

adopted by communities because it increased the powers of 

councils to control the liquor problem. 

While the Dunkin Act was operative, the province of On

tario enacted the Tavern Keepers' Duty Act {l869)20 which 

empowered m~~icipalities with the right to issue licences 

within their jurisdiction. In 1871, this Act was superceded 

by the Liquor Licence Act (commonly known as the Crooks Act) 

of Ontario. The Crooks Act designated licencing as a provin

cial responsibility and established a board to supervise the 

issuance of licences and -the conditions of sale. 21 This Act 

provided the basis for the licensing system in Ontario. 

The provincial Crooks Act was consistent with the fe..'de.r

al Dunkin Act insofar as both acts recognised the right of 

municipa.lities to prohibit the retail sale of liquor or limit 

the number of liquor licences issued within their boundaries. 

The Crooks Act stated that: 

Municipal councils also have nower to 
limit the-number of tavern and shop li
cences to be issued ••• 

a •• Municipal councils may by by-law rati
fied by the electors, prohibit wholly the 
issue of any tavern or shop licence within 
the boundaries of the municipalitY.22 

Therefore, the Crooks Act and the Dunkin Act protected the 



right of municipalities to exclude liquor by local option. 

Although the provincial act was stricter than previous 

ones and gave municipalities the right to control liquor 

within their boundaries, the Temperance groups continued to 

petition both levels of government for further amendments. 
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In 1878 the federal government responded to the pressure by 

enacting the Canada Temperance Act (Scott Act). It succeeded 

the Dunkin Act but was also subject to local option. To 

adopt the Scott Act, municipalities had to submit a peti"tion 

signed by one-fourth of its electors requesting a vote to the 

Governor-General. 23 Where a majority vote was obtained, the 

Scott Act was implemented and prohibited the retail sale of 

liquor. The Act did not prohibit the sale of liquor for sac. 

ramental or medicinal purposes, nor the manufacturing and 

wholesale of liquor in more than ten gallon quantities. It 

was adopted by some munieinalities of Ontario, but attempts 

to retain it were largely unsuccessful. 24 Of the municipali

ties that did adopt it, only three retained it past 1889. 

These counties were Huron, Peel and Perth. Huron county 

adopted it in 1884, revoked it in 1888, but readopted it in 

1914, and did not revoke it again until 1960. Peel county . 

adopted it in 1914 and retained it until 1950, after repea

ling it in 1884. Perth county reje6ted it in 1885. but chose 

to adopt it in 1915 and remained under it until 1960. In 

Perth county the·city of Stratford did not adopt the Scott 

Act and therefore was not under it. In Huron and Perth the -

act was suspended by the Ontario Temperance Act between 1920 



and 1934 , and in Peel the act was suspended from 1921 to 

1934.25 
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The Canada Temperance Act was challenged in 1882 in Rus

sell v. the Queen26 on the grounds that it violated section 

92(13) property and civil rights, and section "92(16) matters 

of a local or private nature,. of the British North America_I 

Act and affected the provincial right to collect revenue from 

taverns and public houses. The Act was upheld by the J.'udi ... 

cial Committee of the Privy Council (J.C.P.C.) because it was 

conditional legislation and did not directly conflict with 

provincial legislation. The court conceded that the Act did 

infringe upon sections 92(13) and 92(16) but because it was 

general in intent, to protect the nation against intemperance, 

it was not ultra-vires. This decision was challenged but up

held in 1946 in A. -G. Ontario v. Canadian Temperance Federa

tion. 27 

In 1890, government legislation entered into a new phase 

with the initiative on liquor being assumed to a greater ex

tent by the provincial government than by the federal govern

ment. The legislation pa:ssed between 1690 and 1916 became 

increasingly rigorous in response to the demands of the pro

hibitory groups in society. The prohibitory legislation cli

maxed in 1916 with prohibition throughout the province. 

In 1890, Ontario enacted nAn Act to Improve the Liquor 

Licence Acts.,,28 This act recognized the powers given to 

municipalities by" the" Dankin Act and restored the right of 

the electors to vote on whether or not the sale of liquor 



would be prohibited within their community. It qualified the 

Crooks Act (1874) by placing the choice with the electors and 

removing the decision from local councils. Under the Crooks 

Act, local option by vote had lapsed in favour of council de

cisions. But by the provincial Act of 1890: 

The council of every township, city, town, 
and incorporated village may pass by-laws for 
prohibiting the sale by retail of spiritous, 
fermented, or other manufactured liquors in 
any tavern, inn or other house or place of pub
lic entertainment, and for prohibiting alto·' 
gether the sale thereof in shops and places 
other than houses of public entertainment. 
Provided that the by-law before the final 
passing thereof has been duly approved of by 
the electors of the municipality in the manner 
provided by the sections in that behalf of 
the Municipal ACte29 

This act ensured that the liquor status of communities reflec

ted the wishes of the citizens. Like the Canada Temperance 

Act, this Act required that plebiscites be held three years 

apart. 

In 189·6, in A. -G. Ontario v. A. -G. Canada, called the 

Local Prohibition Case,30 the ontario government challenged 

the Canada Temperance (Scott) Act on the basis that it was 

repealed in the province by the Ontario Liquor Licence Act of 

1890. The J.C.P.C. upheld both acts on the grounds that li

quor was an area of law which fell under the double aspect 

doctrine and therefore was competent to both levels of govern

ment. By virtue of sections 92(13) and 92(16), the provin

cial government could regulate the retail sale of liquor and 

the. liquor traffic wi thin its boundaries ~ But because liquor

was deemed an issue of national dimensions, it was within the 
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jurisdiction of the federal government to control liquor in 

the nation and to ensure ·that liquor did not affect the peace 

and security of the nation. Where the provincial and federal 

laws conflicted. the federal law had paramountcy.31 This de

cision was challenged in 1925 in Toronto Electric Commission

ers v. Snider32 and in 1946 in A. -G. Ontario v. Canada Tem

pera."1.ce Federatio:rt33 but was upheld in both cases. 

In 1906 the provincial legislation was modified. Muni

cipalities were required to obtain a sixty per cent majority 

to prohibit liquor instead of a simple majority. Ontario was 

the only province to pass this requirement~4' This clause af- o 

fected local option by making it more difficult to obtain a 

"dry" vote in municipalities. This amendment, called the 

three-fifths clause, was protested by prohibitionists but to 

110 avail. It remains in the liquor legislation, still., 

Inspite of stipulations such as this, the province be

came increasingly "dry". During the 1914 election, liquor 

was an important issue. Whitney campaigned against the lib

eral leader, N. W. Powell, whose platform was prohibition in 

the proyince. Whitney favoured a moderate course of action. 

He argued that local option allowed individual municipalities 

to determine their own status, and he won by a sizeable ma-

jori ty --83~oto~ 26 seats. 

Upon Whitney's death in 1914, William F. Hearst, who was 

an active Methodist layman and a strong temperance advocate, 

assumed office. Three mOl'lths later he tightened hours of 1i-

quor businesses and in 1915 he created a board of five commis-
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sioners to oversee liquor in the province. This removed the 

issue from the provincial secretary's office with the inten

tion of reducing the political intensity of the issue. 35 

Whitney'sregulations were consistent with the general 

trend in municipalities of the province. By April 30th. 

1914, local option was in force in''346 municipalities and a _ 

further 164 municipalities did not issue licences. Only 337 

municipalities were under license. Although more municipali-

ties were under prohibition than not, the majority of the 

population was "wet". A breakdown·of these figures reveals 

that local option was in force in 1 of a total 31 cities; 31 

of a total 132 towns; 59 of a total 148 villages; and 255 of 

546 townships.36 The urban centres with the largest popula-

tions remained decidedly "wet". The support for prohibition, 

as revealed by the local option statistics, was located in 

the rural sector of the population. 

In 1916, in response to the trend towards "dry" in the 

province, the Hearst government enacted the Ontario Temper

ance Act which was a prohibitory bill. This act "repealed 

the Liquor Licence Act 1914. The overall provisions of the 

Ontario Temperance Act had the effect of forbidding the sale 

by retail of liquor throughout the whole of the Province of 

Ontario.,,37 The Act overrode local option by making the en

tire province "dry", regardless of the wishes of the indivi-

dual municipalities. An amendment to this act placed all 

legitimate trade in liquor, primarily for sacramental or 

medicinal purposes under government control, thereby elimin-
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ating the private business sector in this area and setting a 

precedent for government regulation of liquor. 

Hearst's legislation was passed as a temporary war-time 

measure and was open to reconsideration at the end of the 

war. The plebiscite on liquor was held on October 20, 1919, 

the day of the provincial election. Consequently, prohibition 

became an issue in the campaigns of the parties. The conser

vatives under Hearst were divided on this issue and a number 

of their members openly opposed prohibition as a measure in 

times of normality. Traditionally, the Conservative stance:) 

had favoured local option and self-regulation, and it was on

ly under Hearst and conditions of war that they became "dry". 

Although prohibition was enacted under the Conservatives, they 

did not have a reputation of being solidly in favour of it. 

The position of the Liberals was equally ambiguous: they had 

declared themselves in support of prohibitory measures but 

then had elected a "wet" leader, Hartley Dewart. Dewart did 

not voice his own opinion, -. towards prohibition but made soli

darity of the party platform his primary concern.3~ Th~ only 

party which declared unequivocally for prohibition was the 

United Farmers of Ontario (U.F.O.)~39 

The U.F.O. under Drury won the election. Although the 

liquor issue was important, it was not the single or most im-

portant cause of the victory. That it was a significant issue 

and did influence the election results can be ascertained 

from the results of the referendum. The refer.endum was car- -

ried by a majority of 406,676 who voted in favour of re-
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taining the Ontario Temperance Act. An analysis of this vote 

reveals that cities with a large immigrant and francophone pop

ulation favoured government control and sale of liquor.40 

The rural population favoured prohibition. Similarily, the 

support ~ for the U.F. 0 • 's was centred in the rural areas of the 

province and weaker in the urban areas. The U.F.O. party em

bodied what the majority of voters wanted at the time of the 

election and abstinence was one of its appealing qualities. 

During the prohibition years, prohibition was violated 

flagrantly and was verlr difficult to enforce. Forces favour- I 
ing temperance (moderation not prohibition),such as the Lib- I 

I 
erty League and the Moderation League, continued to support , 

~ 

liquor control and local option on the basis that the inabili- I 
\' 

ty to enforce prohibition would result in contempt for the I: 
~, 

liquor laws and even the entire legal system. In aOpetition 1 

submitted to the Drury government, the Liberty League "rea-

soned that stabilized democracy depended upon the security 

of individual liberties properly used. If one law was not 

enforced, all law was brought into contempt and democracy it

self might beimperilled ... 41 When prohibition extended to 

include the importation of liquor for personal use, groups 

feared that respect for the law would be destroyed further. 

The Ontario Temperance Act was generally ineffective 

due to the problems and costs of enforcement and the increa

sing disatisfaction of the population with the Drury govern

ment. In 1923. the U.F.O. was defeated by the Conservatives,-

75 seats to 17,42 and Howard Ferguson came to office. Li-
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quor was an issue in the election and the Conservatives were 

understood to support the repeal of the Temperance Act. In 

Hamilton on February 17, 1922, Ferguson declared: 

So far as the Conservative party is concerned, 
no platform on the question is contemplated. 
The present law is not traini!".g the people 
to respect the law, but to defy it. We have 
got to find some reasonable means that will 
allow our people to exercise their God-given 
freedom under reasonable restrictions.43 

Ferguson clarified the stance of his party on the question of 

liquor on May 29, 1923: 

Prohibition must prevail, and be observed un
til the people by their votes pronounce a
gainst it. The people must accept the situa
tion which they themselves created, and the 
Government of the day must see that the law 
is actively and rigidly enforced. If at 
any time there should be a sufficiently man
ifested desire for a change in the law to 
warrant the Government in beleiving that there 
is a real.public demand for such a change, it 
will be the duty of government to ask the 
people by their votes to pronounce upon the 
subject·44 

Ferguson's position on liquor retained him the support of the 

"dry" voters in his party by promising not to interfere with 

the Ontario Temperance Act unless he had the mandate of the 

electorate, but the mainstay of his strength was with the 

"wet" urban voters. This was where his party made their most 

significant gains. 

Ferguson did not immediately change the Ontario Temper

ance Act upon assuming office but moved towards holding a 

plebiscite on prohibition. In 1924 a referendum was held and 

prohibition was favoured by a small majority of 33.000. Due

to the narrowness of the margin, the Ferguson government 
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introduced a light beer to be sold in the province and passed 

a bill redistributing the electoral seats. The bill eliminated 

nine "dry" seats and added ten "wet" ones. Then in 1926, he 

called an election on the liquor issue with liquor control 

and local option as the Conservative platform. The Conserva

tives were returned to office with 72 seats. This election . 

result legitimized the introduction of. the Liquor Control Act 

of Ontario in 1927 which repealed the Ontario Temperance Act 

under section 147. Officially, the status of the province 

became "wet" and the retail sale of liquor was permitted in 

government stores*45 

Local option was re-enacted in the province by section 

69(1) of the Liquor Control Act. The Control Act assured 

prohibitionists in the province that: 

no store shall be established by the Board 
for the sale of liquor in any municipality 
or portion of a municipality in which at the 
time of the coming into force of the Ontario 
Temperance Act, by-law was passed under the 
Liquor Licence Act or any other act, was in 
force prohibiting the sale of liquor by re
tail unless and until a vote has been taken 
to establish Government stores in the manner 
hereinafter provided.46 

The Act established three classifications of licences to be 

voted upon: government stores for the sale of liquor; govern

ment stores for the sale of beer and wine; government stores 

for the sale of beer. The three-fifths regulation and the 

three year waiting period between votes were reinstated. The 

power of licensing was designated as a responsibility of the 

Liquor Board established by the Control Act. Stringent con

trol was maintained over the consumption and manufacture of 



liquor in the province under the Control Act. This was con

sistent with the purpose of the Control Act which was to pro

vide liquor to people but not to encourage drinking to ex

cess. Through control the government could ensure that its 

standards in manufacturing, sales and consumption of liquor 

were met. 

The Liquor Control Act did not apply to areas which had 

voted-dry" prior to 1916 nor to areas which had never issued 

licences. These areas regained their status under the Control 

Act with the option to change the~r status by vote. In 1934, 

this section of the Control Act was amended to apply local op

tion to those areas in the provinc~ which were still under the 

Canada Temperance Act. 

During this period, 1927 to 1982, local option has re

mained a key section in the liquor legislation and has become 

entrenched through amendments,; even though the legislation 

has become more permissive and the province has moved towards 

a "wet .. status as a whole. In 1935, section 69(1) of the Li

quor Control Act was amended to allow municipalities to vote 

on the sale of beer and wine in hotels and clubs with meals. 

The amendment loosened the liquor: standards in the province 

and expanded the choices under the local option questions. 

The local option provision was modified again in the 

Liquor Authority Act of 1944. The new clause stated that: 

Except as provided by this Act and the regu
lations no government store for the sale of 
liquor shall be established, no Ontario wine 
store shall be authoriz$d and no premises 
shall be licensed in any municipality or por-



tion of a municlpality in which at the time 
of the coming into force of the Ontario Tem
perance Act, being Chapter 215 of R.S.O. 
1914 or any other Act was in force prohibi
ting the sale of liquor by retail until a vote 
has been taken in the manner provided in sec
tion 69-47 
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The local option section of the Liquor Act was widened to in

clude "premises". This introduced lounge licences permitting 

the sale of spirits, wine and beer without a meal, and dining 

lounge licences permitting the sale of spirits, wine and beer 

wi th meals _ A "necessary s'ervice clause" was included in 

this section which provided that municipalities with a pop

Ulation greater than 50,000 would not have to vote upon these 

questions.48 This clause was deleted in 1950. 

The Liquor Authority Act of 1944 introduced the change' 

that once the Canada Temperance Act ceased to be in force in 

Huron, Peel and Perth, government stores could be established 

without a vote where no by-law had existed prior to the adop-

tion of the federal legislation.49 In all other cases, local 

option would apply to these areas upon repeal of the Canada 

Temperance Act. The significance of this change was that 

many of the areas concerned did not have by-laws prior to the 

adoption of the Canada Temperance Act in the late 1800's, and 

thus would be subject to government stores without local option. 

The areas would be "wet" on the question of stores without 

the necessity of a vote. 

In 1960, the liquor legislation was modified further. 

Resorts and recreational facilities in "dry" areas were gran---

ted licences without a vote. This change was significant 
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because it allowed tourists to drink but not local residents. 

The impetus for this reform lay in the increase in tourism and 

added revenue to the resort areas that it was believed alco

hol would attract. 

A further change in the Liquor Legislation of Ontario, 

which had an indirect impact on local option, was the denial 

of special occasion permits in "dry" areas in 1975. Prior to 

this amendment, special occasion'permits were granted in "dry" 

communities for functions provided that liquor was served and 

not sold. The denial of these permits meant that communities 

which only applied for licences for special functions were re

quired to change their liquor status before they would be able 

to attain licences on publio occasions. This increased the 

inducement to become "wet". 

In June 1982, the Ontario government enacted a change in 

legislation which was consistent with local option guidelines 

but signalled a more permissive attitude towards liquor. The 

government passed a bill granting beer sales by the glass 

during sporting events to three sports facilities in the pro

vince on a trial basis. The facilities are all located in 

urban, "wet" areas: Lansdowne Park in Ottawa; Exhibition Sta

dium in Toronto; and Ivor Wynne Stadium in Hamilton. The li

cences granted to these stadiums were subject to the'appro

val of the local councils of the areas concerned, in accor

dance with the Liquor Licence Act, 1975, section 46(a)(I): 

The council of a municipality, including 
a metropolitan or regional municipality, 
may by by-law designate stadia, arenas and 
other recreational areas within the muni
cipality owned or controlled by the muni-



cipality as places where pos~ession of 
liquor is prohibited. 
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The councils approved the sales on a trial basis and seem 

inclined to accept it permanently if no problems arise. The 

change was consistent with the local option laws although this 

change is major for Ontario, it is belated when compared with 

such legislation in the other provinces and the United States. 

Ontario is one of the last areas with large sports facilities 

to allow beer in the ballpark. The delay in passing this 

legislation is indicative of Ontario's conservative stance 

towards liquor. 

Conclusion 

The modifications to local option reviewed in this chap

ter have indicated that the law has had a long history des

pite efforts to change or abolish it. The changes enacted in 

the liquor legislation in the past sixty years have loosened 

the strict standards that the province maintained regarding 

liquor sales and consumption. The standards were high be

cause of the suspicion generated towards liquor in the periods 

preceding prohibition and during prohibition itself. 

Local option by-laws remain in effect in numerous com

munities in the province. Because the liquor boundaries are 

based on the boundaries of municipalities that had local op

tion by-laws in effect in 1916. amalgamations and annexations 

of municipalities have caused subsections of municipalities to 

have different status than the municipalities as a wholeo 
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This system has resulted in complex records and voting pro

cedures, but the provincial government will not abolish the 

status of areas upon annexations, nor will it realign the li

quor boundaries with current political (municipal) ones. The 

liquor by-laws prohibiting liquor remain intact until changed 

by popular assent. Why this law is retained and why the by

laws are respected despite the practical difficulties are the 

issues addressed in the following chapter. 



The Meaning of Local Option 

The effectiveness of a law is normally evaluated in re

lation to the instrumental functions the law performs. This 

method of appraisal·is valid in many instances but occasion

ally it fails to appreciate the complete function of the law. 

This omission can result in a lack of understanding or in mis

management of the law. If certain laws are to be handled 

adr~itly and understood, then the law must be assessed in 

terms of its symbolic and status functions as well as the in

strumental services it performs. 

This chapter explores the status and symbolic functions 

of the local option laws as well as their instrumental purpose 

in order to understand why local option is retained and why it 

is significant to one sector of the population despite its __ 

limited effectiveness as an instrumental law. The first sec

tion of this chapter examines local option in its present so

cial context and looks at the effect of recent changes in the 

liquor legislation on local option. It then evaluates local 

option as a response to alcoholism and the institutions that 

have usurped its original function. The second section of 

this chapter offers an-interpretation of the history of local 

option outlined in chapter two in order to establish the sym

bolic and status origins of the issue. This interpretation 

explains why local option is a concomitant feature of liquor 

control in Ontario and why it has persisted as a law without 
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direct changes made to it or to the liquor boundaries. 

The Present Law: Its Instrumental Functions 

The effectiveness of local option as an instrumental law 

has decreased as society has become increasingly mobile. _ 

Changes in the liquor legislation of Ontario and the growth 

of a more permissive attitude towards liquor and morality have 

undermined the effectiveness of local option by-laws in cur

tailing or discouraging drinking. 

Local option is an effective means of controlling the 

type of liquor outlets and the public use of alcohol in com~ 

munities. Through local option. members of the community are· 

able to maintain the atmosphere they desire to a limited ex

tent. The prohibition of liquor to various degrees reduces 

the traffic of people coming to the community and promotes an 

air of respectability in the opinions of advocates of a "dry" 

status. 

This opinion is not confined to people who abstain from 

drinking. In many communities, residents who drink will vote 

"dry" in a plebiscite to ensure that liquor stores and lounges 

are not available to their children nor to strangers. Often 

they believe that allowing alcohol to be consumed publicly 

will set a bad example for children or will result in unruly 

conduct of drinkers ~~d disturb the peace of the neighbour~ . 

hood. If there are no liquor outlets in an area, then it is 

belie~ed that the area is insulated to a greater degree from -

this type of conduct. Because people are often attracted to 
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these areas for their quiet, respectable atmosphere, they will 

tend to vote "dry" to preserve that atmosphere and thus will 

perpetuate "dry" communities. This tendency reassures prohi

bitionists because they interpret the willingness of these new 

people to perpetuate the "dry" status as a tacit acceptance of 

their norms and their definition of morality. In the opinion 

of "dry" people, these people accept the "dry" status because 

they perceive the positive influence it has on the community. 

The effectiveness of local option in restricting the pub

lic use of liquor in communities has been undermined by recent 

amendments to the provincial liquor legislation. Although 

these amendments do not alter local option laws or boundaries 

directly, they do have an indirect impact on local option. 

The government of Ontario has been criticized by the opposi

tion party for implementing these reforms while publicly de

claring that it would not alter local option. 

The members of the opposition party in the Ontario legis

lature singled out the issuance of licences to private clubs 

and resorts within "dry" communities as examples of attempts 

by the gover~~ent to undercut local option by-laws without 

interfering with them directlYm Mr. Nixon commented on these 

reforms in 1975 and censured the government!s attitude towards 

local option: 

that kind of a law has got to be an anach
ronism and from my point of view I just think 
it ought to be kicked right out, and the 
responsibility of the Liquor Licence Board 
exnanded with all of the review proce-
d~es made available. I know it is a 
foundation of Toryism that local option 
must never be interfered with in any way, 



even though they have amended the bill time 
and again. If it's a private club and one 
has the money to belong to a private club 
one can go there any time. One can take 
guests and sign them in at any time and 
be served in very fine surroundingsol 

After a brief interruption, Mr. Nixon continued: 

The next amendment was if it was a desig
nated tourist area, it doesn't matter 
whether the local township votes dry or not, 
a licence is available. That is called the 
Talisman amendment, I beleive. 

That great, marvellous ski resort, 
which is the corporate headquarters of ~~ 
the Tory ~arty I understand, had a little 
problem getting a local township to see 
eye to eye with their view of modern deve
lopment and it took an amendment to the 
Liquor Act in order to fix it so that the 
people in the Talisman could be treated as 
I beleive they want to be and should be 
treated 02 
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Mr. Nixon's comments were direct and very aggressive but they 

addressed the issue. The introduction of clubs and resorts 

in "dry" communities through legal exemptions circumvented the 

local option regulations. Although this change was financial

ly prudent because it eliminated the cost of a vote and in-

creased the revenue in these ares, it contravened the wishes 

of these communities to remain "dry". The changes were ad

vances in "wetness" which increased the availability of liquor 

to designated groups within the community --members of clubs·

and tourists. It was argued that these changes did not vio

late local option, but they did introduce the sale of liquor 

by the glass in premises without the approval of voters. Be

cause these classifications were not included under the loca~ 

option section; of the laws, the government was able to intro-
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duce the reforms without legal opposition. 

The opposition also singled out the reforms pertaining 

to special occasion permits as evidence of the government's 

attempts to produce changes in the local option legislation. 

In 1975 the laws were amended so that special permits were no 

longer available to "dry" communities.) The Minister of Con

sumer and Commercial Relations, Mr. Drea, explained that this 

revision was implemented to reduce the violations of these 

permits which had occurred in "dry" areas. Prior to 1975 

special occasion permits were issued in "dry" communities with 

the condition that liquor would not be sold. But as Mr. Drea 

observed, 'there is a tendency by the community group to come 

in and ask for a "no sale" permit and hope that nobody casu

ally drops in from the provincial police or nobody complains,4 

that they are selling liquor or. that people are bringing their 

own. He censured these practices because neither one falls: 

within the meaning of the operative word in 
liquor'policy in this province which is "con
trol", because first of all the local authori
ties are not aware of the fact that alcohol is 
being consumed by a large number of people, 
and secondly, when people feel they are having 
an illicit drink •••• being human, they tend to 
drink a little bit harder or 10nger.

5 
The violations of special occasion permits prevented the 

government from exercising the intended degree of control over 

the functions. Violations of this nature increased in com-

munities which were waiting for a vote on their liquor status. 

"Dry" communities that were not awaiting a vote also took 

advantage of the permits according to Mr. Drea. In order to 
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attain a permit for a function. local groups would claim that 

they were waiting for a vote to change the status of the area 

and only required the permit for the interim. In these cir

cumstances, permits would be granted. But when these groups 

were questioned: 

They'd finally level with you, and say, 
'We only want one a year; we're not inter
ested in dining rooms, or whatever.' Fi
nally, the law told them. If you have a 
dry area now, I can't think of any circum
stances where you would get a special oc
casion permit. 6 

Therefore,- by rVfr. Drea's account this change in the issuance 

of special occasion permits was intended to stop abuses of 

those permits from occurring in "dry" communities. By not 

allowing these permits in "dry" areas under any circumstances, 

the government claimed that it would prevent violations and 

this aspect of liquor policy would fall wi thin the Q,perative 

meaning of the liquor legislation --"control". 

The restriction of special occasion permits has had two 

consequences that the government did not publicly acknowledge. 

First, if a community requires liquor at a function, its sta

tus must allow licences. This change operates as an incen-

tive for communities which are "dry" to vote "wet" in the next 

liquor plebiscite to be qualified to obtain permits for spe

cial occasions. Second, this 'change has raised the question 

of reducing the waiting period between votes from three to 

two years, Ostensibly, because groups would desire that their 

communi ty be eligible for licences, this change would enable -

them to acquire "wet" status without undue delay. Under the 



present legislation, votes must be held a minimum of three 

years apart and on the polling day of municipal council mem

bers unless the council and Liquor Board fix an alternate 

day.? The two year period would reduce the delay because lo

cal option and municipal votes would coincide more regularily. 

This argument is reinforced by the consideration that costs 

of votes would be reduced because votes that are, held separ~ 

ately could be held in conjunction with municipal elections. 

This change has not been enacted but is being discussed as a 

result of the restriction in special occasion permits. 

Through indirect channels, the change in permits could cause 

areas to vote against retaining local option by increasing 

the incentive to become "wet". 

The impetus for eliminating local option boundaries in a 

direct manner has come from "wets" in the province who claim 

that local option is an unnecessary law which does not control 

alcohol abuse. Prohibitionists dispute this statement and 

argue that local option laws do reduce the tendency to drink 

by reducing the opportunities. One advocate of prohibitory 

laws claimed, in a public letter to the Ancaster News and the 

Ancaster Town Coun'cil, that prohibiting alcohol in the cormnun-

ity was an effective mea~s of discouraging teenagers from 

using alcohol: 

The best way for responsible adults to curb 
drug abuse is to set the example. Each 
drink we take - or offer to others - rai
ses the question of whether we really be
leive it is folly to get stoned. When we 
play with drugs can we expect our youth 
not to? Especially when they can validly 



point out that theirs are not as detrimen
tal as ours? What kind of example are we 
trying to set? I urge you to leave alco
hol off the ballot. S 
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Therefore, by prohibiting liquor within the community and not 

holding a vote to change the status of the area, the stance 

of the community would be unequivocal. This would "set the 

example" that it is folly to take drugs or to drink. This 

argument supporting the retention of local option is common 

in "dry" communities. 

r~. Nixon, member for Brant, disagrees with arguments 

that support local option on the basis that it provides an 

e~fa9tive.example of s9cial behaviour. In his opinion, local 

option does not deter young people from drinking and the dan

gers of not being able to drink within their community out

weigh the advantages that might exist. During his career he 

has met: 

with the young people from smaller commun
ities in the dry townships, young people 
who, if they're going to have a beer with 
their friends, have to get in their car or 
borrow their dad's car, and drive to a near
by town, have a few beers. On the way home, 
they may get into trouble and they may be 
charged with impairment. Somebody else has 
made the decision that these kids are not ) 
going to drink in their own area and so they 
have to drive somewhere else, with the pro
blems that Ihave just described. I'm not 
sure that's the reason why everybody should 
vote yes rather than no, but it's one of the 
things that many people who are so dedicated 
against the use of alcohol beverage in moder
ation perhaps don't think of' 9 

Although local option may restrict the use of alcohol , peo- -

pIe who wish to drink must do so outside of their communities. 
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This consequence increases the risk of an accident, particular

ily where "dry" communities are not close to liquor outlets. 

~~. Nixon suggested that advertising and education could con

vey the harmful effects of liquor to people as effectively as 

local option and would not force people to drink outside of 

their communities. In his estimation, this alternative would 

foster a more balanced attitude towards drinking in society. 

The original intention of local option was to prevent al

cohol abuse by making liquor unavailable to drinkers. ll How

ever, this intention has become redundant with the founding of 

groups and institutions such as the Addiction Research Founda

tion and Alcoholics Anonymous. These groups are more effective 

than local option because they offer medical attention and as

sistance as well as encouragement to addicts rather than stig

matizing drinkers and aggravating their problem. Because these 

institutions are morally neutral, they offer help to the drin

ker without degrading him. In contrast, local option laws do 

degrade the drinker by proclai~ing that he is the exception in 

the community and has failed to meet its st~~dards of respecta-

bili ty. 'Whereas local option may be effective in reducing the 

opportunities for becoming addicted to alcohol, by prohibiting 

liquor outlets within the community, these organizations assist 

the drinker in preventing further abuse once he has become 

addicted. 

The effectiveness and usefulness of local option have 

been diminished by reforms to the liquor legislation and by the 
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rise of institutions which have assumed its functions. These 

reforms and institu~ions are more consistent with the present 

expectations that most people in Ontario hold concerning the 

manner in which liquor should be handled. Consequently, the 

reasons why people wish to retain local option in their com

munities seem obscure and irrational to people who are-not 

sympathetic to prohibitory laws. 

The reasoning underlying the retention of local option 

does not lie in its effectiveness as an instrumental law and 

that is why it seems perplexing when considered from this per

spective. Local option persists because of what it represents 

to a section of the population. These people perceive local 

option as a symbolic law that reassures them of their status 

in their communities. To understand why these people interpret 

local option in th~ manner, it is necessary to retrace the 

history of local option as a status issue. 

The status and Symbolic Origins of Local Option 

The origins of the temperance movement and sentiment lie 

in the first half of the nineteenth century, but it was not 

until the middle of the century that reform efforts became more 

organized and the movement gained impetus. These efforts at 

reform have continued throughout Ontario's history and fall 

into three chara.cteristic periods. The first period was mark

ed by the rise of temperance reforms from the early 1800's to 

1889. During these years, groups organized, tactics changed 
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from persuasion to coercion but the success of reformers was 

limited primarily to a local level through local option. It 

was not until the second period, 1890 to 1919, that significant 

political reforms were acheived. During these years, more 

municipalities than ever before voted dry and feelings peaked. 

The passage of the Ontario Temperance Act in 1916, and it con

firmation in 1919 were the climax of Temperance reform and 

sentiment. The third period, 1928 to the present, is character

ized by the decline but persistence of temperance sentiment in 

the province. Temperance reforms are once again limited to 

municipal levels. The intervening years, 1920-27, were the 

years of prohibition in Ontario and merely bridge the periods 

of success and decline of temperance. 

In response to the increasing consumption of liquor in 

Ontario, temperance groups began to form in Ontario as early 

as 18)0. One society was formed in 18)0 to research the facts 

concerning alcohol and to operate as a central organization 

for temperance but it had a short and sporadic history. Fra

ternal organizations such as the Toronto Young Men's Temper

ance Society which became the Toronto Temperance Society in 

1855, arose but soon languished.12 

The early societies were composed of respectable, male 

citizens and were influenced by the Temperance societies of 

Montreal and the Maritimes. l ) Their efforts at reform were 

directed towards altering the lives and habits of drinkers 

through moral persuasion: 



Through fictional accounts, personal testi
monies, and instructive editorials in such 
periodicals as the Christian Guardian, the 
Canada Temperance Advocate, published in 
Montreal. and distributed free to all min
isters, justices of the peace, and school 
teachers in Canada West, and the Canadian 
Son of Temperance and Literary Gem, writers 
and editors sought to persuade their read
ers to adopt total abstinence. In addition 
a great deal of material was disseminated 
in the form of pamphlets and tracts •••• i4 
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Originally this literature and the temperance meetings advo

cated moderate use of alcohol, but as intemperance continued 

total abstinence became the goal of the reformers. It was be

leived that moderation could only lead to excess. The meet

ings were not effective because they did not reach the heavy 

dri~~ers. By one account, two-thirds of those attending 

meetings were women and children. 15 

Tactics of temperance groups altered from moral persua

sion to coercion in the late 1840's and early 1850's.16 This 

change was the result of a number of social factors. One 

cause was the limited effectiveness of the temperance socie

ties in converting drinkers. By 1851 there were 1.990 inns 

and taverns in Canada West; one in.. every mile between be-

tween Barrie and the market on Toronto's waterfront. Three 

gallons of whiskey per capita was consumed ~~ually in Upper 

Canada. This average would be higher for men than for women 

and children included in this figure. l ? It was believed that 

prohibitory laws would correct this growing problem. 

The influx of Irish immigrants in the late 1840's, fol

lowing the famine of 1845. influenced the attitude of refor-
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mers. The Irish were singled out in temperance literature as 

objects of reform: 

In temperance stories reformed Irishmen were 
made to agree that alcohol made the name of 
an Irishman "a bye-word and reproach, instead 
of a glory and an honour" 018 

One paper was moved by 

••• the influx of "tens of thousands of the 
lowest ·of classes, hewers of wood and draw
ers of water to society" ••• to comment that 
"men under the influence of liquor, commit 
deeds of savagery, of inhumanity, of beast
liness, or barbarity, and of fiendish cru
elty, at which a savage would shudder"o19 

The immigrant was centred out as a beast and object of reform 

because he represented a different morality and code of behav

ior. The immigration was significant enough to accentuate 

the difference between their morality and that of the middle-

classes. Because he was poor and drank, the immigrant was 

viewed by the temperance reformers as irrational and thus a 

suitable object of reform. They believed that once he was in

troduced to their way of life, then he would become rational, 

conduct himself according to their standards and prosper. 

The anticipated result justified the use of coercive tactics 

in reformo 

The most direct impetus to political reforms came from 

the passage of the Maine Law in 1846. In 1846, the state of 

Maine had passed a highly restrictive law and in 1858 it be-

h .b.t 20 came pro l lory. This law encouraged Canadian societies to 

attempt to secure similar legislation. Although these ef

forts were unsuccessful, the defeats were slender enough to 
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make prohibition seem attainable. The passage of the Dunkin 

Act by the Federal government in 1864, which allowed munici

palities to exclude liquor by local option, was viewed by re

formers as a major success ~~d furthered belief in their move-

mente 

The temper~~ce societies in Ontario were primarily com

posed of members from the middleclass. After 1845, the so

cieties opened their membership to women and increased in num

ber. 21 Temperance literature was directed against the wor

king class: namely, clerks, apprentices, labourers, the poor; 

the immigrants, especially the Irish; and the upper class 

which was criticized for setting a bad example for the lower 

classes. In Toronto the members of societies "were' predomi

nantly middleclass, Methodist, Baptist, Congregationalist, 

and, especially in the Sabbatarian cause, Presbyterian; Amer

ican and Scottish in ethnic background; and reform in Poli~ 

tics.,,22 This membership was reflected throughout Upper Cana

da and in later societies. Anglican and Catholic Churches 

preached restraint in liquor consumption and respect for the 

Sabbath, but neither church publicly endorsed prohibition. 

Neither church joined in Sabbath reform alliances until the 

late 1890's when they had subsided in fervour. Similarily, 

the upper classes regarded restraint as adequate to prevent 

alcoholic excesses. 23 

Why did coercive reform of drinkers become a need to 

the middleclass, Protestant sector of the province? Clemens 

rejects the possibility that it was a reaction to a threat 
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posed by the growth of an alien value system to the dominance 

of the middle class. He argues that: 

the groups actively demanding this kind of 
reform in the Canadas appeared to have a 
self-confident assumption of their rather 
prestigious position in the Canada West 
society. The temperance reformers, in
stead of seeking to defend their status, 
self-assuredly looked outward in an attempt 
to inculcate their values and lifestyle in 
other groups in the social structure. The 
main reason for this shift from moral per
suasion to prohibitory legislation appears 
to lie in the adoption of a prohibitory 
law in the state of Maine' 24 

This answer is inadequate because it does not account for the 

intensity of the temperance fight nor for the longevity of the 

issue. The shift to coercive reform began before the passage 

of the Maine Law and was inconsistent with the actions of a 

self-assured group which was attempting to inculcate their 

morals in other groups. If this group was sure of its ascen

dency, then it would have been confident of its power to as

similate others. 

The shift to coercive reform revealed that the position 

of the reformers was weakened. The influx of immigrants and 

the growth of different values and the lower classes posed a 

threat to middleclass reformers. They could not assimilate 

these groups because they were becoming too large and did not 

want to be assimilated. The middleclass was aware of its fail-

ures and the futility of attempts to reform these groups. Two 

distinct sets of standards were being applied to behaviour in 

society. The middleclass needed political reforms to estab

lish their standards as the legitimate ones. The passage of 
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the Maine Law encouraged their belief that such reassurance 

was possible. 

The enactment of the Crooks Act by the provincial legis

lature in 1874 was a major advance for the prohibitionists. 

This act removed the power of licensing from municipalities 

which had been extended to them by the Tavern Keeper's Duty 

Act of 1869. The responsibility of licensing was entrusted to 

a board of men for each riding. The act recognized the right 

of municipalities to prohibit liquor within their boundaries. 

This act and the subsequent amendments to it circumscribed the 

sale of liquor in the province25 but agitation for more strin

gent reforms continued. 

The temperance societies gained momentum during the 

1870' s. The Can~stb.~~~,Q,hi:R,tt.Q,:cl.L.j,!lY,Q.r, .. >,1aW League t which 
,-.--,-.".,,,,,,", 

arose in 1853 and had promised to be successful, declined, but 

the Dominion Alliance for the Total S~ppress.i.,gn, .. ,o.f .. ,the. Li-

quor Traf:f:i..9""r,gnl?ged", .. Jt",in.la76. The Ontario Temperance and 
~. ,,~ ,_"~,,,"--11"'''''''' .'" '''"''''- :o' .• .,. ',' •• ,~ " ,'. ..'.. • ,. 

Prohi bi tory League reorganized itself as the Ontar,~o B~an,ch of 
.'. 

the Allianc.e, .. ,j,n··:l-8-),? and the Women's Christian Temperance 
'-''''',:. " ," " .... , ",'. 

Union became active in the fight against liquor. The efforts 

of these groups were directed towards securing legal reforms. 

their efforts were rewarded in 1878 at the federal level with 

the passage of the Canada Temperance Act whose purpose was to 

restrict liquor traffic. Its effectiveness was limited be

cause it was contingent upon adoption by communities and was 

not adopted or repealed soon after adoption. 



Significant reforms were not attained until UI...A..n Act to 

Improve the Liquor Licence Acts" was enacted in the 1890's 
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by the provincial government. From this point forward, tem

perance reform gained strength. Prior to the 1890's, the tem-

perance movement was disjointed and in the proces$ of organi

zation, but in the 1870' sand 1880' s groups aligned and 'stable 

organizations were formed, and by the 1890's, the movement was 

organized and in a position to effect serious reform and com-

mand public opinion. 

The enactment of "An Act to Improve the Liquor Licence 

Acts" was significant for reformers because it restored local 

option votes and made the liquor licence acts stricter. C.R. 

w. Biggar explained how the act was more striYl..gent than its 

predecessqrs: 

The Act of 1884 had provided that the ma
jority of the electors of any polling sub
division might forbid by means of a peti
tion to the Licence Commissioners the is-
sue of any new licence within the subdivi
sion; but the Act of 1890 went further, and 
declared that in case of an application for 
any new licence, or:for the "transfer of an 
existing licence to another locality, it 
must be accompanied by a certificate 
signed by a majority of the electors en
titled to vote in elections to the Legis
lative Assembly, declaring the applicant for 
the licence to be a fit and proper person to 
be licensed to sell liquors,-and the premises 
where it was proposed to carryon the busi
ness for which the licence was sought to 
be suitable therefor and so situated that 
the business would not be a nuisance to 
the people.?..b 

The restrictions provided the prohibitionists with the means -

to interfere effectively with the liquor trade in co~~unities. 



The passage of this act and each vote against liquor busi

nesses affirmed their views as the ones accepted by communi

ties and dominant in the province. 

The plebiscites from 1894. 1902. 1919 and 1924 reveal I 
the patterns of support for prohibition .• , In each vote the ru

ral areas of the province supported prohibition at a higher 

average than in the urban areas. The areas that were a mix

ture of rural and urban also favoured prohibition to a higher 

degree than urban areas, but less than rural ones. This pattern 

is particularily noticeable in the 1919 and 1924 plebiscites 

in which the rural figures exceeded the urban ones by 20.0 

per cent and 19.7 percentrespectively.27 In all but the 1919 

plebiscite, Northern Ontario had a lower average supporting 

prohibition and a lower voter turnout. 28 In general the sup

port was strongest in southern urban Ontario where the old 

middleclass had established themselves. 

In the 1894 plebiscite, the only counties to vote f~etlt 

were Essex, Prescott and Russell, and Waterloo. 29 Essex, 

located on the Michigan border between Lake Erie and Lake st. 

Clair, was in an ideal position for exporting liquor and col-

lecting revenue from the liquor business. Prescott and Russell 

is on the Otta¥ra River and borders on Quebec, causing it to 

have a heavy French-Canadian influence. Waterloo is located 

in the centre of south-western Ontario, but it had a significant 

German population. For these areas to vote against prohibition 

is not surprising. Decarie records that: 
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and Political Stability 



Throughout the latter part of the nineteen- -r 
th century, support for the liquor crusade' 
became general among rural Ontarions. The 
only notable exceptions were those of French 
or German descent and those whose crops found 
an outlet in the liquor industry. In the 
cities, it was the middle class which stood 
with most of rural Ontario and it provided 
virtually all of the leadership in"the fight 
against alcohol. 30 --' 
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The cities did offer a base for prohibitionist organizations 

although the support was lower on average than in rural areas. 

Because they were central, easily accessible and had facilities 

necessary for organizations, they served as the locus of the 

groups. The only urban areas to vote "wet .. in 1894 were Wind

sor and st. Thomas, and the separated town of Prescott. Al-

though the voting margin was narrow in other urban areas, the 

prohibitionists carried the votes. 

Support for prohibition was located strongly in the rural 

southern sector of the province because of the threats posed 

to them by urban expansion, industrialization and the influx 

of immigrants. Their population was decreasing in proportion 

to the rapidly expanding urban centres. Between 1890 and 1900 

the rural population shrank from sixty-seven per cent to fifty

seven per cent of the total population in the province. 31 Its 

size was diminished by the migrations of British immigrants to 

the prairies and of their sons to the city where they adopted 

the behaviour there. The expanding urban areas were viewed with 

suspicion because of the alien elements introduced by the im

migrants and the more permissive behaviour associated with it. 

The rural populations associated dri~king and Q~uly behaviour 
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with the cities because of the anonymity that could be acheiv-

ed there: 

The rural districts generally tended to be 
more in favour of nrohibition than their 
urban counterparts: In the relative iso
lation of a farming community, drunkards 
were looked upon with contempt and pity 
and were known for miles arou..11.d. Drunken
ness was regarded as a form of corruntion 
usually associated with big cities, it did 
not belong in the purity of the country
side. Drunken orgies originated in urban 
centers small and large. For the safety 
of rural districts, the cities and towns 
must also be under prohibition. 32 

The increasing interaction of the country with the city caus

ed rural inhabitants to fear that urban values and immorality 

would influence their communities. The advent of the auto-

mobile and industrialization increased the perception of this 

threat as serious. Because drinking was a visual representation 

of the difference in their customs, it was the focus of reforms 

to counter the urban threat. 

Politicians did not legislate for provincial prohibition r------.... ~.",..;I.""' ..... ~~-.. 'o'·1(""·"'11~~"'\~":":"'~··'I:n .... ~ ~ -,,' ,,', ..... ,;,-, .1"~·1W.,,,.,,,,,,.\,I,,, .... '''''~'"'''''\<.'·.i<", ....... >;y.....~,;~.,">j'' .. ,;.\l,,,,;,,,,,,,!,,:'':''l-l.~~~';f,.'l~i;l\'''''''' ."'~.~ . ".'.;\~"'~.,,::"."""~' ~., "~',I:>~"'I,">i:'->"'"",'(~li. '.~ 

despite the results of the provincial plebiscites on prohibi-
"'~_"'._'+" .," .. ~ .• I"·'''· ,.I·''',,!j~'''~''·~\''':''''''·'''''''Y'''J>'';'''''''' ,.\ . ",' 

tion and the increasing number of communities voting "dry". 

This lack of action and the introduction of the three-fifths 
~ __ .-~ ...... --,.-... -,"" ... - ............... ~"~, ... ,; .. ~-t>'~ •• " ... ".", .... ~",.," .. ",, .... """'''.~ .• " .' 

regulation in local option votes by Whitney in 1906 angered 

the middleclass reformers. They interpreted these responses 

to their demands as affronts to their moral st~~dards and pos-

ition in society; and as tacit acceptance of the values of the 

lower classes, the urban dwellers and the liquor interests. 

The need of the middleclass reformers for general prohibition 



became more acute as their self-esteem waned in the face of 

these rebuttals. To reassure themselves of their dominance l 
they needed to inflict their morality on everybody by attempt- . 

ing to "coerce the public definition of what is moral and re

spectable.,,]3 Persuasion had failed to convince others that 

the middleclass definition of respectability was desirable, 

and therefore coercion became the necessary means of reform. 

The trend towards province-wide prohibition after the 

1890's was particularily evident in the attitudes of clubs 

towards drinkers: 

by the 1890' s such attitudes [condoning 
liquor consumption] were on the wane. Not 
only did many churches frown on the drink
ing member but many fraternal societies 
such as the Odd Fellows, the Knights of 
Pythias, and the Knights of Columbus clos
ed their membership to those involved in 
the liquor business.3~ 

Not only were drinkers shunned, but dealers were also lowered 

in esteem. This attitude became more pronounced as the pro

vince became increasingly "dry" and the respectability of 

drinking diminished. 

Drinking came to be regarded as a sign of unreliability 

and low character in men. In 1896 the Royal Commission on 

the Liquor Traffic reported that the general testimony of em-

ployers, 

was to the effect that much time is lost 
by drinking employees, and that work is 
frequently interfered with, sometimes ser
iously, by the absence or incapacity of 
drinking men. The majority of employers 
expressed a decided preference for abstain
ers; they would not keep excessive dri~~-
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ers in their employ, and the majority re-
gard even moderate drinkers with suspicion-

35 
Even employers began to close their doors to drinkers. It 

was believed that modErate drinking could lead to excessive 

drinking which would cause employees to be absent or late. 

Because character and reputation were critical in gaining em

ployment and in attaining promotions, people were forced not 

to drink or to drink surreptitiously. 

Pauperism and the ills of the lower classes were also 

credited to the evils of drinking. The Royal Commission on 

Liquor Traffic interviewed various managers of Houses of In-

dustry to trace the source of poverty. One manager, P. Hier of 

Berlin (now Kitchener) Ontario, claimed that "there would be 

probably 75 per cent [of inmates] who had been people of in

temperate habits, and that was the cause of their trouble.,,36 

Based on evidence of this nature the Report concluded: 

Where in other places the commissioners 
made similar inquiries the evidence was all 
in agreement with the facts already stated, 
that nearly all pauperism is traceable di
rectly or indirectly to intemperanceo

37 
Because drinking was the cause of pauperism (directly or in

directly), it was also found to be a drain on the state. The 

state had to support paupers in work houses and their potential 

productivity was lost. It was believed that if drinking was 

abolished, then individuals would work harder, produce higher 

profit yields and raise the prosperity of the state: to al1O'tv 

drinking decreased productivity and the wealth of society. 

These latter prospects were unappeali~~ to middleclass citi-
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zens who believed that Ontario had prospered through abstinence 

and industry. 

The disparity in attitude towards drinking between the 

middleclass and the working class was underscored by the pos

ition of the Labour Congress in Ontario. The Labour Congress, 

never committed itself to official support 
for prohibition and in the 1890's it ceas-
ed to express even sympathy. Critics of 
prohibition were quick to note working-
class o"OPositions to the movement and fre
quently-denounced prohibition as class 
legislation. 

By the l890's, then, if Some Ontarions 
were drinking much less, others, probably 
the urban working-class, were drinking 
much more. This class distinction in the 
intimacy of the urban setting seems to 
have made the working-class drinker a 
highly visible problem and an irritating 
challenge to the lifestyle of the urban 
middle-class. Some of this was reflected 
in the arguments advanced for prohibition. 38 

As their positions on drinking polarized, alcohol became the 

symbol of the differences between the two classes. The middle-

class viewed intemperance as the source of the poverty and 

problems of the lower class and used dri~~ing habits as an ex

cuse not to associate with its members socially and to coerce 

them into adopting abstinence. 

The working class was also the target of reform by the 

middleclass because of its behaviour with respect to the Sab

bath. The middleclass protestants, in particular the Presby-

terians, Methodists and Baptists, disapproved of activities 

and festivities that were not religious; however the working 

class did not disapprove of work an Sundays nor did its mem-
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bers censure relaxation and recreation on their day off. By 

1889. the behaviour of the lower classes was perceived as suf

ficiently irreverent to cause the Presbyterian General Assem-

bly to authorize: 

a conference of churches to deal with it. The 
outcome was the Lord's Day Alliance, formed 
to preserve Sunday against encroachments in 
the name of profit and of wordly recreation. 
Marij churches saw that they could no longer 
concern themselves solely with salvation of 
the individual. They were caught up in the 
effort to preserve the life style of which 
they were a part against the assaults of ur
ban and individual influencese39 

The middleclass and the established churches refused to accept 

the behaviour of lower classes on Sundays and allied to co

erce them into observing their standards. 

The origin of this threat was the same as the threat of 

drinking: it was rooted in the working class, the immigrants 

and in primarily non-Protestant religions. But even, 

the British immigrants provided a shock. Of 
forty thousand Presbyterians who entered Cana-
da in 1912-1913, for example, only some eight 
thousand joined the church on arrival.40 

Because these groups were closely associated with the reform~ 

ers by background, their non-compliance with the standards of 

the reformers accentuated the concern of the reformers. The 

more tolerant stance of the Anglican and Catholic churc-hes41 to

wards Sundays also aggravated the reformers because of the im

migration of people from predominantly Catholic, southern Eur

opean countries in the 1890's and early twentieth century. The 

Protestant churches favouring strict Sunday observance fel~ 

that the Catholic church was not ensuring that these people 
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observed Sunday in a strict manner and did not drink to ex-

cess. 

The pressure for liquor reforms continued and by 1914 the 

municipalities under local option were numerous. The adoption 

of prohibition in 1916 was interpreted by reformers as a con

tinuation of the trend of communities and as an affirmation 

of their position in society and their right to designate what 

was respectable and moral conduct~ Gusfield explains that 

affirmation of a group's status is signified in three ways: 

First, the affirmation of a norm as the 
public norm prevents recognition of the 
norm violator's existence by the public. 
The existence of law quiets and comforts 
those whose interests and sentiments it 
embodies. Second, public affirmation of 
a moral norm directs the major institu
tions of the society to its support. 42 

For Ontario prohibitionists, their self-esteem vias raised be-

cause they interpreted the law as acknowledging their sentiment 

as predominant and dismissing those of their "enemies." From 

their perspective, the law designated drinkers nonentities. 

Second, the Ontario Temperance Act ensured that political and 

social institutions were directed towards preventing drinking 

in Ontario. The institutions supported their goal. - Affirm-

ation is significant in a third way: 

affirmation through la'N and governmental 
acts expresses the public worth of one's 
subculture's norms relative to those of 
others, demonstrating which cultures have 
legitimacy and public domination. Accord
ingly it enhances the social status of 
groups carrying the affirmed culture and 
degrades groups, carrying that which is 
condemned as deviant. 43 

This last consequence was most significant for prohibition 
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reformers in Ontario because they interpreted prohibition as 

a solidification of their status and norms in Ontario. The 

subsequent election of Drury and the United Farmers of Ontario 

further confirmed the social supremacy of the rural middleclass 

values. The anti-liquor stance of the U.F.O.'s reassured the 

prohibitionists that prohibition was firmly entrenched. 

Prohibition was heralded by reformers as the proper and 

necessary course of action for Canadians to adopt if they 

were to fulfill their projected role. Decarie studied racism 

and nativism in prohibition reform and concluded that: "Many 

of Ontario's prohibitionists believed that they were fashion

ing a society with a responsibility to the ages.,,44 The On

tario Branch of the Women's Christian Temperance Union express

ed concern over the threat of the immigrants to this destiny, 

in 1913. It called for immediate prohibition to curb the 

drinking habits of the immigrants: 

This it felt to be essential if Canada was 
to be " ••• the land which is to give the 
world a civilization embodying the best fea
tures of older civilizations without their 
drawbacks,n •• .J ~.D .• McCarthy of the Sons of 
Temperance laid much of the blame for the 
drinking problem on the immigrant popula
tion " •• ,.which has adopted the good Canad- I 
ian way yet ••• 1t Alcohol, long unrespectable, 
had now become uncanadian, tooo 45 

It was only through prohi bi tion that immigrants could be made . 

to accept the Canadian way of life :.as perceived by the reform-

ers. 

The "uncanadianness" of alcohol was underscored with the 

advent of the First World War. Drinking posed another threat 

in addition to impairing Canada's ability to lead the world 
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socially, it undermined the discipline and regulation necessary 

to win a war. Even Moderates who had defended the right to 

drink in the past leaned towards prohibition for the sake of 

the war effort. Prohibitionists viewed prohibition as a means 

of protecting Ontario from both internal and external threats. 

Abstinence became the symbol of the sacrafices made for Canada 

and Britain and violation of the values of prohibitionists was 

tantamount to treason. Consequently, prohibition accorded the 
,... ...... ,J, ....... ""'~ .... --_..: ... ''''''I~''" ~ .,. 

~ ................. .. 

moral code of the prohibitionists greater worth than those of 

temperance advocates and anti-prohibitionists. 

The 1919 liquor plebiscite was held following the war to 

determine whether or not prohibition would extend into peace

time. This plebiscite marked the height of the fight for pro

hibition. Prohibition elements in the province organized to 

launch a province-wide campaign against liquor and ensure 

that every elector understood the ballo.t. They educated women 

on the necessity and method of exercising their franchise. 46 

In opposition, the Citizen's Liberty League organized support; ( 

to secure Ita sane moderate compromise to meet the reaction 
/ 

against a too drastic prohibitory measure which has resulted 

in all sorts .of evasions and brought the law into contempt, 

thus tending to destroy our national life as sober, law-abbi~

ing citizens.,,47 Their arguments were based on the "British 

tradition of liberty": namely the responsibility of the govern-
: ... , .. ,.' ...•.. " ........ . 

ment to safeguard the right of the individual to govern his 

own conduct. The "drys" won the plebiscite by their largest 
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marg~n. 
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Ontario was not completely dry during the first phase of 

prohibition. Ontario wines were exempted from the legislation 

and the importation of liquor, which fell under federal juris

diction was not prohibited. The well-to-do were able to stoc~, .. 

their cellars through imports from Quebec., The working class/ 

I 
j bore the brunt of prohibition because they lacked the means 

to import their personal liquor supply. In April of 1921. ----.. ,---, 
Ontario voted "dry" by a reduced majority of 166,835. Bill 

26, which prohibited the importation of liquor, and the Sandy uft" 

Bill, which prohibited the commercial movement of liquor in 

com'Ple~ the province, were i'rltr'ddu:c=e-d-. Legally, Ontario was 

ly "dry" and the prohibitionists enjoyed a complete 
- \ 

. t 49, 
v~c ory. l 

I 

Although Drury and his Attorney-General Raney were "drY~ 

people, they had much difficulty in enforcing prohibition. 50 

In rural areas, where support for prohibition was high, enforce

ment was not a problem because people chose to abide by the 

law. But in the border, northern ~~d urban areas of the pro

vince, where public opinion was not in favour of prohibition, 

enforcement was virtually impossible. But the law was a suc-

cess for the reformers because it ,J1@.d reaffirm,ed their position 
• ~ ~ ~>~. ·'·~"·"'~"I·""'-'·~'''·'"'''·'''''''''··-''''''.''''·' "., ,. ,. 

-~ .......... --.... ~ ~ 

, l 
'J ,.f" 

The defeat of the U.F.O. party in 1923 sounded an ominous 

toll for the temperance advocates in the province. The con

servatives who favoured the reinstitution of government con-

trol assumed office under Ferguson. The Conservative support 

L 

. ·~'1i· 
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lay primarily in the cities where the U.F.O.'s lost heavily, 

but some incremental gains were made in the rural, southern 

areas of the province. Upon entering office, Ferguson called 

a plebiscite but failed to gain a mandate by which O.T.A. could 

be repealed. A majority of only 33,000 upheld prohibition. 51 

After two years of lax enforcement, Ferguson called an election 

based almost entirely on the liquor question and was returned 

to office without significant losses. Under his auspices the 

Ontario Liquor Control Act was implemented on June 1, 1927, W0 
~ ) 

"to promote temperance, sobriety, personal liberty and, above! / 

all, to restore respect for the law. ,,52 "'>1 
Prohibition was viewed as ameasure that was directed 

against people and classes. Throughout prohibition, 

a great many labour organizations, as well 
as many returned soldier's associations, 
consistently asked for the sale of beer of 
moderate strength. The men of northern 
Ontario, who perhaps knew more about the 
harsh realities of life than the average 
prohibitionist --who seems to have been 
predominantly comfortable, respectable, 
and middle-class-- also generally voted-··-·~ 

r 'wet.' Prohibition was pe~haps the ultim-, ,,: 
ate majori tarian absurdity ~--the tyranl'W / 
of the voting majority forcing its will on ! 
the community as a whole. '; 

\,-... ___ ---~,.-.... '''' .. "'.-g.~ .. '- ... '''.'.'.~'.'''."'.' ";~.7.""""'''',".,,,,2.~,,."'.~~ .. '''."''.'''''''''' ,',',,',' '"""., ... ~"" .•. "' .. , "'. ' ", ' }; 
Prohibi tion extended the influence of the reformers beyond -"\ 

I 
their legitimate areas --their personal lives; and beyond theirl 

immediate areas of influence-- their local communi ties. By i) 

! 
affirming their norms, prohibition legitimized the'stigmatiz- l 
ation of people who did not conform to their moral standards. 

This apparent public deferrence to their norms assured them, ... _' 
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of their position which they had seen as threatened. Therefore, 

the defeat of the U.FO.'s and the repeal of prohibition was 

more than political: "It represented the loss of societal val-

idity and the decline of social status of the Protestant, 

r;~-;,-"~:~'~~':'-'~;~~'~~';;~"'~i' PrOhibitio~.:,54 I~'was a rejection 

of their right to define the moral code for the province. 

In Gusfield's terms, repeal and the introduction of liquor 

control was symbol of differentation for the reformers. By re

pudiating one set of norms for another (abstinence for temper

ance), repeal degraded the status of prohibition reformers and 

upheld the status of "wets". According to Gusfield: 

Such gesture of differentiation are often 
crucial to the support or opposition of gov
ernment because they state the character of 
an administration in moralistic terms. They 
indicate the kinds of people, the tastes, 
the moralities, and the general life styles 
toward which government is sympathetic or 

f7ecause th:::s::::U::~e as expreSSi~~S Sol~he POSi~{~~·Of -, 
J government towards groups, they can have an alienati~~ influence 

f on groups in society. PUblic disavowal of their norms can re
! 
i 
{ 

sult in feelings of degradation, betrayal, anger and hostility 

I towards the ascendant group. To counteract this consequence, I ( 

government must seek to reassure the debased group that their } 
1 

position in society is valid and respected although no longer ~ 

dominant. 
:...---' The reinstitution of local option in areas which were 

"dry" prior to 1916 a.'I'1c1 the recognition of the right of munici-

palities to continue under the Scott Act performed the service 
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of reassurance for prohibitionists in Ontario. Local option 

was restricted in effectiveness as a prohibitory law because 

of the mobility in the province. It could only be effective 

where the public willingly supported it. Therefore, as Hose 

J concludes , "its inclusion however in the control 

J .;,~\ a restoration to and recognition of its place in 

\. 56 It' . t . 

acts indicates 

public opi-

lnlon." Loca op lon was a neceSSl y as Robert Hose explains. 

It was a 

concomitant feature of the control system, 
enlarged to meet the new conditions of re
tailing intoxicating liquors and to include 
the opportunity of vetoing the establishment 
of government stores, brewery distribution 
points, and beer or club licences. This was 
an important expansion of priveleges though 
in keeping with the main object of this i I' 

movement which seeks first to satisfy the {Sf 1\ . 

opinion of the individual localitY'57 

Hose concluded these speculations with the remark that it was 

"perhaps reasonable that the control system which arose only 

UDon the structure of pODular dema~d should in turn be restrained! 

by recourse to the same public criticism in localized areas.,,58 

~iq~5:E"._~.~l];~.E91 was introduced to r:stor~.".p.~EsC:>!l:.~+,+ibe.rty and 

local option was reinstated to restore public choice. Further, 
~-'"'-".'-.. -.--....... ~",-,:-~,., •.. 

the inclusion of local option signalled that the sentiment of 

prohibitionists was not expelled from exercising any influence 

on the moral conduct of Ontarians but was only reduced in 
: ,,/' 

"""". 
scope. By leaving prohibitionists the opportQ~ity to influence 

the choice of morality in their areas and an arena to fight in, 

municipalities, the government rescued their esteem from being 

shattered. The government could make these concessions to the 

i 
I 
j' 

.I 
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prohibitionists without losing support from the "wets" and 

moderates because their position was secure. They now be

leived that they could assimilate the prohibitionists into 

their manner of living, and that the prohibitionists were too 

weak to pose a serious threat to them again. ~ \:-:) c' 

To balance "wet" and "dry" sentiments, the government .. 

maintained strict control over liquor laws and consumption: 

There could be no advertising of spirits, 
wines or liquors,nor could they be served 
with meals in any hotel. The purchaser 
required a permit and must be over twenty-
one. Each purchase was recorded and the 
privilege could be revoked if over-used. 
Any dry constituency, if it chose to re-
fuse a store, could do so through the use 
of local option. "We are not here to push 
the sale of liauor," Ferguson said, "we are 
here to restrict it vii thin reasonable bounds." 59 

Ferguson did restrict liquor within the province and left lo

cal option intact while he was in office. But the repeal of 

prohibition had marked the decline of temperance and the rise 

of the trend towards a more permissive system of liquor con-

trol. \', ~, .. ;~ 

i~! 

The period lasting from repeal to the present is charac-

terized by reforms which move the province towards a "wet" sta-

tus and away from local option. Although local option has 

been retained throughout this period, government reforms have 

been directed towards undermining its support. Local op-

tion has persisted although its support has been diminished. 

The changing character of the population and the emphaSis on 

tolerance of the behaviour of others have caused this trend "to 

accelerate in recent years. 
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The first reform which signalled the move towards a more 

relaxed system of control was the implementation of the wine 

and beer act by Hepburn in 1934. The bill, originally intro

duced by Henry, permitted the sale of beer and wine in hotels 

and restaurants but recognized the right of municipalities to 

exclude them from their jurisdictions. This change met with 

active opposition from the prohibitionists because it provided 

more liquor outlets to drinkers. They perceived it as a con

cession to the "wets" and as an insult to them. The act was 

tabled by Henry prior to the provincial election with the pro

vision that it would not be operative tmtil after the election 

making it an issue that could split the Liberals. Hepburn at-

tempted to hold the Liberals together and to simultaneously 

strip them of their "dry" label by encouraging ever-Jone to 

vote "wet" but was unsuccessful. The Liberals divided on the 

legislation and it was passed unanimously by the Conservatives 

enhancing their solidarity going into the election. Although 

the Liberals were divided on this question, they won the elec

tion. 60 Hepburn implemented the bill against the opposition 

from "dry" party members, his allies the "dry" Progressives, 

and the prohibitionists in the province. In this election, 

the provincial "drys" lost the hope of regaining the support 

of a major political party for their cause. 

Liquor receded as a political issue after 1934. During 

the second world war, restrictive measures were passed but the 

ban on liquor advertising was lifted so that liquor manufac

turers would promote the war effort. In this war, liquor in-
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terests were associated with the war effort and were not as

sociated with the enemy by society.6l The fight did not erupt 

until 1948: 

The immediate cause was a dormant reV2S2on 
of the licensing act, framed and passed by 
the government in 1946. Since it permitted 
the sale of liquor in cocktail bars and ho
tels, it was a new advance in wetness. For 

. two years dry pressure had prevented the pro
clamation, but it had not prevented drinking. 
What seemed to have bec'ome apparent out of the 
usual cloud of statistics and confusion of com
peting claims was that, without the projec-
ted change, boot-legging, hotelroom drin-
king and genera+ flouting of the law would 
increase rather 'than wane. This was loudly 
disputed by all the temperance forces but 
Drew proclaimed the act. 62 

The act altered lo,cal option by increasing the choices of 

establishments that municipalities could adopt. Government 

control ssemed to be favouring the desires of drinkers not 

abstainers. People could now drink in cocktail lounges and 

hotels without an accompanying meal. 

The affluence of the fifties and sixties and the increase 

in leisure time have influenced liquor reform and Sabbath re-

forms. The reforms have been directed towards accommodating 

people in their desired leisure activities. Abstainers and 

Sabbath reformers have not ignored these cha~es: 

The officers of the Canadian and Ontario 
Temperance Federations, the V{omen' s Chris
tian Temperance Union, and some church groups 
have opposed each successive relaxation of 
the lav/s; just after the lounges were opened 
a mass temperance rally was held in Mas-
sey Hall, and periodically ministerial 
conventions have denounced the lounges 
and the emergence of Yonge street as "Rum 
Row". But there has been no large-scale 
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opposition·63 

The temperance organizations have become less aggressive and 

concentrate more on lobbying and education about alcohol. The 

intense fights are confined to a municipal level. One of the 

signs of the decreasing strength of the temperance fight oc

cured in 1960: "The General Council of the United Church, still 

urging abstinence as 'the wisest and safest course,' accepted 

the right of members to a moderate use of alcohol .. "64 

In this period, liquor consumption has been accepted as 

the norm of behavior in society. However, the feelings of the 

prohibitionists are still a factor in the province: 

there survived in Ontario attitudes and 
laws designed to control social conduct 
and enforce what the current generation 
of Ontarians would regard as a Puritan 
code of ethics. Not even the twin for-
ces of industrialization and urbanization, 
however powerful their impact, could des-
troy the ideological and value systems 
which had been shaped over a cent~J and 
more. It would take another world war 
and the tumultuous changes of the post-
1945 era to do that -- and even now old 
Ontario has not disappeared completelYo65 

"Old Ontario" is evident in the liquor plebiscites. In the 

local option votes, the "drys" continue to fight to have their 

morality accepted. In this arena the liquor issue is still 

intense. 

Gusfield offers an explanation of why the temperance 

fight in the United states persists: 

Social systems and cultures die slowly, 
leaving their rear guards behind to 
fight the delaying action. Even after 
they have ceased to be relevant economic 
groups, the old middle classes of America 



are still searching for some way to re
store a sense of lost respect. The dis
honoring of their values is a part of the 
process of cultural and social change. A 
heightened stress on the importance of tra
dition is a major response of such "doomed 
classes"'66 
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The Ontario advocates of prohibition continue to fight in 10-

cal option votes because it is the means they possess to re

store their sense of lost respect. Like their AmerIcan coun

terparts, the "drys" perceive that their values are being dis

honoured in the process of cultural and social change. But 

unlike the American groups, prohibitionists in Ontru~io are 

still able to assert themselves and their values tru~ough local 

option. For these people, each time a municipality votes 

"wet" the loss is significant. The changes towards "wetness" 

heightens their sense of lost respect. Changes to "dry" or 

the retention of a "dry" status has the reverse effect: they 

heighten their self-esteem. 

The government of Ontario has chosen to uphold the right 

of prohibitionists to keep liquor out of their commtL~ities 

by retaining local option. Not wishing to antagonize the old 

middle class nor to appear as disrespectful of tradition, the 

government declared in 1962 that: 

It is our firm conviction that this pro
vince must uphold the traditional right of 
the people to decide for themselves whether 
they-will have the public sale of liquor in 
their ovm communities. We believe that the 
principle of local option must "be preserved 
and that the people of Ontario have no sym
pathy for those in this House who would im
pose upon them the undemocratic policy of 
ramming public liquor outlets into commQ~i-
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ties that simply do not want themo67 

Throughout the 1970's and into the 1980's, the provincial 

governments have retained this policy of protection of local 

option. In 1979 Mr. Drea reconfirmed the policy of 1962 when 

he stated the stance of the government on local oution: "local 

option as it exists cannot be interfered with.,,68 

The government recognizes the sensitivity of this issue 

and retains the legislation and in doing so preserves the 

self-esteem and self-respect of the "old Ontarians'~. Because 

its reforms in the liquor legislation have circumvented the 

local option clause, the government has been accused of adopt

ing a hypocritical stance. In 1976, ~~. Drea refuted this 

accusation: 

Coming back to the local option thing . 
and the principle of Toryism and the hypo
crisy the member suggests, I suggest that 
it's the other way around. When he opened 
his speech he attacked my minister. He 
said he was trying to interfere with local 
autonomy and democratically-elected council. 
What is more democratic than to let people 
in an area decide whether they want liquor? 
Whether they want it sold? Whether they 
want stores? Whether they vlant hotels? 
'ilhat is more democratic? You can't have 
it both ways.69 

By refusing to alter local option directly, the government 

allows an area of choice to exist which v{ould not exist other-

wise. If local option was abolished, then communities would 

be denied the right to choose what standards would apply to 

them and the position of the "drys" would be denied as valid. 

The "drys" are sufficiently active and a large enough group t-o 
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prevent this from occurring. The Conservative government can 

only tlnibble away" at local option through indirect reforms. 

Conclusion 

Local option is an entrenched aspect of Ontario:'s liquor 

laws because of what it has come to represent to the "drys" in 

the province. To them it is a symbol of the validity of their 

status in society. Moderates have come to support local option 

also because it allows them to choose the degree to which their 

community will be "wet". Local option is the means by which 

these groups are able to coerce others into adopting their mor

ality and their definition of respectability. For the "drys" 

this is particularily important because of the loss of respect 

they experience as the province votes to become "wet" and its 

moral standards become more permissive. Local option insulates 

their position and permits them to beleive that their views 

are not dismissed. Because of its symbolic connotation and 

origins, local option cannot be changed directly despite-the 

present trend towards accommodation of people's desires. 

It remains an ~~omaly in this period of the decline of pro

hibition. 



The Boundaries: Local Option and Similar Laws 

It is difficult to amend legislation which has acquired 

a symbolic meaning. Unlike instrumental laws, laws governing 

symbolic issues cannot be amended without arousing public 

sentiment even if the change will yield positive results from 

the standpoint of the government. Because changes ru~e diffi

cult to implement, governments which are politically astute 

avoid changes in such legislation and are often content to 

leave the laws as they are. 

In Ontario, the government tends to endorse laws with a 

symbolic connotation and has not directly interfered with 10-

cal option laws or boundaries. Through acting in this manner, 

the government has acknowledged the special status of these 

laws and the careful consideration that must be given to hand-

ling them. This attitude towards local option is underscored 

by the government's manner of dealing with similar laws. Lo

cal option has been treated differently than the liquor legis

lation in general and the other boundary laws in the province. 

Although this is not unexpected where purely instrumental laws 

are concerned, it is surprising that even Sunday legislation, 

which has been closely associated with prohibition and the li

quor issue throughout Ontario's history, has been accorded a 

different status than local option. However, the handling of 

these two areas of law t Sunday and local option laws II has been 

comparable in certain important respects. The advocates 

87 
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and opponents of change in these laws and the reasons under-

lying their positions are similar. In both areas of law, 

changes are made gradually and are usually indirect. 

The difference in the government's treatment of local op

tion and the liquor legislation was highlighted in 1975 by 

Bills 44 and 45. These two bills significantly changed the 

Liquor Licence Act. On May 7. 1976, Mr. Randleman. speaking 

on behalf of the government, praised the changes effected by 

the bills: 

There've been more substantive changes 
and improvements in the administration of 
liquor-policy in this province during the 
past 12 months than in the previous 28 yerurs. 
I know some people say, "What were you do
ing for the previous 28 years?" We were ma
king improvements, but I think we've moved 
quite a bit more quickly in the past 12 
months. I'm quite proud of that record 
because it's an initiative that I inherited 
from John Clement, who really did most of 
the leg-work and the tough political nego
tiating that had to be done before this 
type of procedure could be initiated in thle 
province. 

I believe that this type of progress has I, 

won the Liquor Licence Board respect and c()
operation from all of those different groups 
and associations and I've said on more than 
one occasion I've found nothing in this pro
vince on which there is more ambivalent opi
nion than liquor'l 

The sc ope of the changes vias wide and they were only intro

duced after they had been carefully researched. These changes 

corresponded to the needs and opinions of the public as per

ceived by the government and they reflected diverse interests 

in the province. 

The purpose of the changes introduced by Bills 44 and 45 
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was to make the legislation more effective and accessible to 

the public. The language of the legislation was clarified to 

ensure that a minimum of misinterpretations would occur. To 

improve public relations and increase positive interaction be

tween the Licence Board and the public, the Appeal Tribunal 

was established and put into effect on April 2, 1976. The 

greatest area of improvement, which caused concern in the 

legislature, was the reorganization of the control and regula

tory authority of the Liquor Control and Liquor Licence 

Boards. The Liquor Control Board became a marketing agency 

and lost its powers to implement policy changes and regulate 

liquor. Licensing became the perogative of the Licence 

Board. 2 This change increased the efficiency of the boards 

by eliminating areas of dual authority and concentrating the 

responsibilities of each board in different areas. To ensure 

that confusion would not result from these changes, the powers 

of both boards were enumerated and previously un,qritten rules 

and policies were recorded. The cha~~es were intended to ben

efit applicants for licences by streamlining the process, and 

the general public by reducing costs and clarifying the po

wers of the boards. 

In order to satisfy public curiosity and demands, as well 

as opposition criticism in the legislature, Bills 44 and 45 

introduced structural changes which would clarify the finan

cial status of both boards. The finances of the Liquor Licence 

Board remained in the estimates of the Ministry of Consumer 

and Commercial Relations. Although the Control Board remained 
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within the Ministry of Consumer arid Commercial Relations, its 

finances were included separately in the Treasurer's report. 3 

This change corresponded to the Control Board 9 s new status 

and powers. 

Other major areas of concern, which were amended, inclu

ded the powers of inspectors over safety requirements and en

tertainment in liquor outlets. Under Bills 44 and 45, the Li-

qence Board. relinquished its powers to censor entertainment 

in licensed establishments and to revoke licences on the basis 

of the quality of entertainment4 or the standards of safety. 

The loss of power to censor entertainment loosened the con

trol of the liquor board over the standards of respectability 

in establishments. Although this change entailed a reduction 

in the authority of inspectors, it was consistent with the 

general aim of the legislation. The role of the inspector, 

which had been considered a "policing" role, was modified to 

emphasize the "consultant" aspect of the inspectors' work. 

This change of emphasis was intended to establish the relations 

between the licence board and officers and the establishment 

owners on a more productive basis. To produce this result, 

the power of inspectors to revoke licences on questionable 

grounds had to be curtailed. 

The Ministry was concerned with altering the image of in-

spectors for two principal reasons. First, charges of cor

ruption had been made against inspectors6and it was believed 

that a reduction of their powers would silence these charges.

Inspectors were no longer permitted to revoke licences auto-
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matically upon perceiving a contravention of the licence or 

safety regulations. Instead, the inspectors were to report 

any violations to the board and the board would then issue a 

warning to the offender. S.econd, the board intended to use 

the inspectors to create a more positive public image. In the 

past, licencing boards were regarded as austere, rigid agen

cies which viewed drinking as immoral and whose purpose was 

to stringently control drinking. The withdrawal of censorship 

powers and the implementation of a review procedure were in

tended to convey a less censorious attitude towards liquor, 

and to impress upon licencees the board's concern for their 

interests. 

The tone of the government altered where local option was 

indirectly implicated. The alteration in special occasion per

mits affected local option indirectly by forbidding them from 

being issued in "dry" areas. Despite its caution in initiating 

and announci~~ this change, the government was criticiz~d by 

the opposition for acting too hastily and irresponsibly. One 

member of the legislature, Mr. !'Iloffat claimed that the govern-

ment had not given "dry" communities proper notice of this 

change which had seriously affected them: 

... a number of municipalities, or a number 
of public service associations or charities 
or whatever you will, have run into difficul
ties with the changes in the Act, because 
people ',..,ho in the past 12 months had special 
occasion permits really received no notice 
that there was to be a change in status, 
except sort of by word of mouth ••. sic .7 

r,iJr. fJfoffat singlea out Newcastle in Durham county and st. 
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George in Brant county as examples of communities which en

countered difficulties because of this change. The denial of 

these permits angered communities because many desired to re

tain their "dry" status but required special occasion permits 

for various organizations and functions held in the community. 

The loss of permits entailed a loss of revenue for them. 

~k. Handleman responded in a guarded manner and attribut

ed the necessity for change in the issuance of permits to a 

court decision on the legality of them. Although the change 

in special occasion permits affected "dry" areas, he denied 

that it caused a revision of the local option provisions of 

the liquor act: 

There was no change, absolutely none. What 
we were faced with was court decision that 
said the nrevious nractice under the exist
ing law and regulations, was illegal. 

I don't think you can suggest to anybody 
they continue a practice which the court 
has said is illegal. There is no way that 
the board or the government had any way of 
knowing that the court was going to hold that 
in the case of the sale of liquor in dry areas 
to put this on the ministry or on the board, I 
thi~~, is completely unfair. 

There were no changes. It was obviously a 
court decision which required a change in the 
administration. 8 

Mr. Handleman's response deflected responsibility for the 

change from the government and was intended to curtail fur-

ther criticism. The reference to the court decision, which 

declared the issu~~ce of special occasion permits to dry areas 

invalid, conveyed the impression that the government had only 

changed the law to ensure the legality of its policies. On 
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these grounds. the government was safe from criticism. 

On two separate occasions9 r~. Moffat pressed the govern

ment concerning the changes to special occasion permits and 

the difficulties that had arisen because of these changes. In 

addition to not issuing adequate notice, Mr. Moffat claimed 

that the government had not fully considered the ramifications 

of these changes. He claimed that they had caused confusion 

where amalgamations and a~~exations had taken place. In one 

instance, concerning Newcastle, this confusion was heightened 

by the discovery of the discrepancy between the status for 

the area recorded by the board and the one by the town. The 

records of the board had prevailed and a vote was required to 

change the status to the one recorded in the local records. 

As a result of the cancellation of permits and the misundep-

standing concerning the status, the people of Newcastle were 

convinced that the board had acted improperly. This misunder

standing and the feelings of the people of Newcastle were cited 

asty,pical throughout local option areas in the province. 

In response to this criticism, ~~. Randleman stressed that 

the notification concerning permits was extensive and that 

several months before they became operative, proposals of the 

cha~e had been sent to every municipal agency through the 

Provincial-Municipal Liason Committee. In return these agen

cies had reco~~ended changes which were incorporated into the 

new legislation. He admitted that: 

There is no question that after it went in
to effect, we found some problems in it. I 



want to make it quite clear that there 
was absolutely no change between the new 
local option provisions and the old ones. 
This was primarily because most of the peo
ple who are involved with local option said, 
"Leave it alone." We felt that there were 
some defects in the old provisions but we 
didn't touch local option provisions and there 
were no new ones there. lO 

The essence of Ha~dleman's remarks is that the alterations 

to special occasion permits did not cause changes in the lo

cal option provisions even though problems had arisen con

cerning "dry" communities. Under the advice of ministry 

staff, the local option provisions had remained intact. On 

the second occasion that Thtr. Moffat pressed him, Mr. Handle

man reiterated that: 

there were absolutely no changes whatsoever 
in either the law or the regulations of the 
administration of local option rules. We 
didn't touch them in Bill-44, we did't 
touch them in the new regulations. They 
remained exactly as they have been for a 
number of years. ll 

The local option provisions have not been directly altered 

nor will they be. The confusion in "dry" communi ties was not due 

to changes in local option but in special occasion permits. 

The government was adamant on this point. 

There have only been three instances where the local option 

privileges of areas have been suspended or revoked upon annex

ation. These have occurred in the last ten years. The first 

was in July of 1975, when the town of Palmerston in the County 

of Wellington annexed part of the townShip of Wallace in the 

County of Perth. 12 The second was in June of 1977. when the -

town of Fergus in the County of Wellington ar..nexed part of the 
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to\vnship of West Garafraxa. 13 In these two instances, section 

26 of the Liquor Licence Act, the local option section, and in 

the latter case section 33(3), concerning special occasion 

permits, were declared not to apply to the premises located 

in the annexed area. Similarily, when the town of Napanee 

annexed part of the Township of Napanee, local option did not 

apply to the premises located in the annexed area. 14 In each 

instance, the local option provisions were revoked because of 

a lack of population. The areas annexed were all small lots 

holding buildings which the towns wanted for liquor functions. 

To waive the local option by-laws, the terms of annexations in 

Palmerston and Fergus were recorded in the liquor regulations. 

The Napanee annexation was drafted by the legal department of 

the Liquor Licence Board and the Mayor and town council of 

Napanee. The status of these areas could be eliminated because 

no residents were involved in the annexations, but even then 

legal sanction was required. In annexations where liquor is 

not involved, the laws are not so strict. 

In Ontario, municipal boundaries are regulated by Part I 

of the Municipal Actl5 which encompasses the formation, erec

tion, alteration of boundaries and annexations, amalgamations 

or dissolution of municipalities. According to this act, 

The amalgamation of two or more municipal
ities does not affect the by-laws then in 
force in each former municipality until 
repealed by the council of the new munici
palitY·16 

Therefore, by-laws remain in effect in municipalities that 



amalgamate until they are altered by councils. However, the 

act proceeds to stipulate that: 

Nothing in this section authorizes the 
amendment or repeal of a by-law that the 
council by which it was passed could not 
lawfully amend or repeal-I? 

Councils may not alter by-laws that the previous councils 

were prohibited from amending or repealing. Although councils 

can change the majority of by-laws some, such as local option 

by-laws, are outside of its jurisdiction. Under this Act, lo

cal option by-laws are protected. By-laws which cannot be 

changed are outlined in the section concerning annexations. 

In the case of annexations, most by-laws cease to be in 

effect in an area upon annexation. This practice deviates 

from the treatment of by-laws in amalgamated areas and of 

local option by-laws. The Municipal Act explains that in the 

case of annexed municipalities or portions of municipalities: 

Except where otherwise ordered by the 
Municipal Board, where a locality or a 
municipality is annexed to a municipality, 
the by-laws of the latter municipality ex
tend to the locality or a~~exed municipal
ity and the by-law then in force in the 
locality or annexed municipality cease to 
apply to it, except by-laws relating to 
highways, by-laws passed under section e9 
of the Planning Act or a predecessor of 
subsection 13(3) of The Municipal Amend
ment Act, 1941, and by-laws passed under 
section 41 of the Planning Act, which 
shall remain in force until repealed by the 
council of the annexing municipality, and 
by-laws conferring rights, privileges, fran
chises, immunities or exemptions that could 
not have been lawfully repealed by the 
council that passed them.IS 

Therefore, the by-laws of an annexed area are superceded in 
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authority by the by-laws of the annexing municipality. By

laws relating to highways, restricted areas, buildings and land 

use (section 39 of the Planning Act), park land use and sale 

(section 41 of the Planning Act), remain in force in the areas 

until the council of the annexing area alters them. By-laws 

which confer rights, privileges, franchises, immunities, or 

exemptions from the jurisdiction of the previous council are 

not chal1..ged upon annexation. Where these by-laws conferring 

rights, privileges, franchises and immunities are, within the 

legal authority of the previous municipality to alter, they 

may be altered pending a council decision; Sunday by-laws are 

an. example of by-laws which may be changed by a council. By

laws which are exempted from change by municipal councils under 

the order from the Municipal Board, may be changed by reference 

to that Board if it deems the change necessary. 

It is only by-laws which touch upon the central interests 

or rights of citizens that are not subject to change by coun

cils upon annexation or amalgamation of municipalities. These 

by-laws are invested with a special status and given an immun

ity not granted to other by-laws which regulate services and 

functions in communities. These "special" by-laws are treated 

in a ma~~er similar to local option by-laws with the exception 

that local option by-Ia'N's can only be altered by reference to 

a plebiscite. In this respect, they gain a certain ~~iqueness 

that other by-laws lack. To understand the relation between 

local option by-laws and other by-laws representing symbolic 

issues, it is feasible to study a specific law. Since Sunday 
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laws ~~d local option have comparable histories, they will be 

focussed upon. 

Unlike local· option by-laws, Sunday by-laws are not grant

ed this immunity from change by the town council upon annexa

tion or amalgamation. The Lord's Day (Ontario) Actl9 is sub

ject to local option but is adopted through by-laws passed by 

the councils of cities, villages, tovms or tovmships and not 

by local referendum. Consequently it can be changed by coun

cils when an area is joined with another. This treatment of 

the by-laws distinguishes Sunday and local option legislation 

and designates local option as a more sensitive area than Sun

day laws. Local option by-laws are granted a permanency that 

Sunday laws do not possess. 

This difference in the treatment of Sunday and liquor by

laws is unusual because of their closely associated history and 

origins of support. But the two areas of law are similar in 

that they have become symbolic issues in the province. Sun-

day laws are maintained in spite of opposition from economic 

interests and religious groups which do not worship on Sundays. 

To understand the similarities between local option laws a.1'ld 

Sunday laws as symbolic issues, it is necessary to examine the 

treatment of Sunday legislation. 

Municipalities choose their by-laws in accordance with 

either the federal Lord·s Day Act (Canada) or the provincial 

Lord's Day (Ontario) Act. The federal act has ~,o main cate

gories of prohibition: one concerning business and employment 
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activities; the other concerning commercial sports and enter

tainment. This act prohibits business transactions and per

formances, public meetings for money or attendance at meetings 

and performances for gain on sundays.20 The provincial act 

is more permissive and enables municipalities to permit Sun

day sports, movies, concerts, horse-racing and agricultural, 

horticultural or trade exhibitions and shows within its boun-

.daries, or section of the municipality. Under this act, the 

province can only regulate work, business or labour where it 

is connected with the activities mentioned above. 

The federal Lord's Day Act was originally enacted to com

pensate for a decis.ion of the Privy Council whiCh struck down 

Ontario's Lord's Day Act. Peter Hogg offers this interpreta~ 

tion of the case and legislation: 

The decision was A. -G. Ontario v. Hamil
ton street Railway (1903), in which the 
Privy Council struck down Ontario's Lord's 
Day Act, on the basis that the prohibition 
of work on Sundays was a "criminal law" 
within exclusive federal jurisdiction under 
s. 91(27) of the B.N.A. Act. Before this 
decision it had been widely assumed that 
Sunday Observance was within provincial 
competence as a matter of "property and 
civil rights in the province" (s. 92(13)) 
or as a matter of a "merely local or pri
vate nature in the province" (s. 92(16)). 
Several provinces had Sunday observance 
statutes, and the Dominion had none. 21 

In response to pressure to compensate for this lack of legis

lation, the federal parliament enacted its Lord's Day Act with 

the provision that the provinces could "opt out" or classify 

activi ties as "works of necessity or mercy" and exempt them -

from the restrictions. 22 In effect, the federal government 
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waived its paramountcy in this area. 

The effect of this decision and others upholding it was 

to establish that prohibitions on work and recreation which 

are imposed for religious reasons are criminal laws within the 

competence of federal Parliament. Provincial acts which are 

religious in purpose are invalid because they encroach upon 

federal jurisdiction. The federal legislation was religious in 

purpose because it was passed to prevent people from profaning 

Sundays by working or pursuing activities that were not reli

gious in nature. The act also ensured, as did the provincial 

ones, that the working man had one day of leisure with his fa

mily.2J The legislation was the result of a compromise between 

religious groups represented by the Lord's Day Alliance which 

was composed of the major Protestant religions and predominan-

tly from Ontario. The Roman Catholic Church encouraged the 

All · b . t t d' "t 24 lance u~ was no represen e oy 1 • As with the issue 

of prohibition, Anglicans and Catholics were less supportive of 

restrictive measures. 

The Ontario Sunday Laws, which were reinforced by the 

Dominion statute, continued in force into the mid-twentieth 

century. In 1922, Ontario enacted The One Day's Rest in Se-

ven Act which provided "at least twenty-four consecutive 

hours of rest in every seven days, and wherever possible •.• 

on a sunday,,25 for employees of hotels and restaurants. This 

act was consistent with the federal legislation and upheld 

Sunday as the preferable day of rest. 

Sabbath restrictions INere rigidly upheld in the province 



in the 1920's and 1930's.26 But by the 1940's, 

there had been a gradual easing of Sabbath 
restrictions to permit the opening of the 
Museum and the Art Gallery, and the sale of 
foreign newspapers and articles other than 
drugs. But in the 1940's, the rate of 
change accelerated in Toronto as in other 
Canadian cities and resort areas. The 
disatisfaction of members of the services 
who spent weekends in Toronto provoked 
much discussion, but the only action taken 
was for individuals, churches and a few 
voluntary agencies to provide hospitality 
and non-commercial recreation. 27 
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The restrictions were upheld, but beginning to loosen. Be

fore the war ended, bowling on Sundays for non-profit organ

izations was permitted by an Ontario Justice, and in 1948, 

pre-confederation legislation, with the possible exception 

of one ac.t, was repealed. 28 

In 1950, Ontario legislation entered a new phase when it 

opted out of the federal legislation and enacted The Lord 1 s 

Day (Ontario) Act. The Act: 

was mainly permissive in nature, giving to 
m~~icipalities the right to have sports 
which they specified by bylaw between the 
hours of 1:30 and 6 pm. on Sundays provid
ed the municipal council had first obtain
ed the assent-of a majority of municipal 
electors voting on the specific question. 29 

Once a majority vote was obtained then a by-law allowing that 

sport could be passed. It could not be repealed until sub

sequeni vote ratified it. votes to pass or repeal Sunday by

laws could be initiated by ~ petition signed by ten per-cent 

of the electorate. 

This Act was challenged by the Lord's Day Alliance of On-
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tario. It attempted to have the Act repealed under the Con

stitutional Questions Act, but failed. The Lord's Day Alliance 

most likely would have lost the case had it reached the Supreme 

Court because in 1958, the Dominion Board of the Lord's Day 

Alliance entered a case against the City of Vancouver for per

mitting commercial Sunday sport. It lost in both the B.C. court 

of appeal and the Supreme Court of Canada. 30 The British Col

umbia legislation was declared valid and by association. the 

Ontario legislation was valid. 

In 1960-1961 the Lord's Day (Ontario) Act was amended 

giving municipalities the right to pass by-laws allowing mo

ving pictures, concerts and theatrical performances. In 1960 

a further amendment permitted admission fees to be charged at 

concerts and music recitals held by non-profit organizations. 3l 

Premier Frost supported these changes in spite of opposition 

by Sunday organizations on the grounds that s.ports on a lo-

cal option basis had not resulted in an open Sunday throughout 

the province a.1'ld therefore was consistent vd th the Sunday Act. 

The 1961 amendment also removed the 6 p. m. restriction on ac-

tivities. Premier Frost explained the reasons for these amend-

ments: 

From a religous aspect, it should be noted 
that there are differing customs in various 
parts of the province. As a matter of fact, 
there are differing customs as between 
municipalities which may be contiguous. 
In some places there are religous observ
ances in the afternoons; in some places 
there are religious observances in the even
ings • 

•.• In other cases, no doubt, there will 



be the desire on the part of the people to 
have no such operations at all. 32 
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It was believed that local option in Sunday laws would acoomo

date most people and communities, except the interests of Jew

ish and other religious group~ who worship on days other than 

Sundays and the interests of people who advocated strict Sun

day observ~~ce. The legislation continued to favour the Sab

bath of the major Protestant religions but not in the manner 

that they had defended earlier in the century. 

In 1968 three significant amendments were made to The 

Lord's Day (Ontario) Act. First, municipalities were allowed 

to enact by-laws permitting agricultural, horticultural or 

trade shows and scientific exhibitions. Second, horse racing, 

which had always been censured by Sabbath observances, was al

so permitted subject to municipal by-laws. The most significant 

of the three changes was that the necessity of a vote of the 

municipal electors as a precedent condition to the passing of 

a municipal by-law was removed. Votes were not prohibited but 

left to the discretion of the municipal COQ~cil.33 As the 

Attorney General of Ontario explained, the legislation was in 

accordance with the desire of the people in the province for 

Sunday afternoons to be a time of recreation, and the legis

lation did not interfere with Sunday churc.h services. 34 The 

"puritan" way of life associated with the evangelical protes-

tant religions and the established middleclass was being re-

placed by the more tolerant customs and habits of the new 

middleclass. The ch~~es in the Sabbatarian legislation in 
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Ontario since 1950, have reflected the decline in the dominance 

of the established Methodist, Presbyterian and Baptist middle-

class groups to maintain a "closed" Sunday in the province. 

In 1950, the Canadian Forum captured the decline in influence 

of this group: 

People are increasingly unable to believe 
in the disinterestedness of the churches, 
or in their ability to distinguish a moral 
issue from one that merely appears to 
threaten their social and economic position. 
That the churches are spending far too much 
of their energies in an inglorious rear
guard action against the incidental vices 
of society; that they cannot distinguish 
cause from effect in social evil; that 
they have not only tended to retreat into 
the propertied middle class, but are no 
longer coming to grips with the real needs 
of even that class. J5 

The efforts of the church and the once dominant middleclass 

are largely unsuccessful because they are inconsistent with the 

needs of the new middleclass composed 'of the people they tried 

to reform through prohibition and Sunday legislation. The 

efforts at Sunday reform, as in liquor reform have been mov-ed 

out of provincial politics to a municipal level. In their 

communities, Sabbatarian reformers continue to fight for re-

strictive legislation but their position has been weakened by 

the loss of local option. That their influence has not been 

entirely eradicated is evident by the retention of strict Sun-

day legislation. However, their desire in ensuring that 

Sunday is strictly observed has been replaced by the desire 

of people to pursue leisure and recreation. The current atti~ 
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tude towards Sunday worship, like the prevalent attitude to-

wards liquor, is more tolerant and permissive of laxity in 

others. 

In recent years the criticism of Sunday laws has originated 

from two primary sources: from religious groups whose Sabbath 

is not Sunday and claim that the law is discriminatory; and 

from business interests who claim that Sunday closings harm 

them. A third group could be compriSed of the first two groups, 

namely religious people with business interests. In spite of 

criticism that legislation making Sunday the official pause 

day is discriminatory, changes have not been made to correct , 

this bias. 

In 1970, the Ontario Law Reform Commission Report on 

Sunday observance addressed the issue of changing the legal 

pause day or making the pause day optional. Its conclusion 

was that adopting Saturday as the pause day, 

would not be in accordance with the trad
itions, customs and practices followed by 
the vast majority of Ontarions for many 
years ••• To suggest a day other than 
Sunday as a uniform day of pause for On
tario society would be to ignore history'36 

Therefore, the possibility of altering the day was dismissed 

because it would not correspond to the established tradition 

of Ontario. The commission did acknowledge that the selection 

of Sunday "as a uniform pause day does have an incidental re

ligious effect,,37 but did not advocate change because the effect 

was not serious enough and was only incidental to the purpose 

of legislation. To avoid conflict with federal legislation 
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provincial legislation is secular in purpose,38 and therefore, 

to amend the law to accomodate religious practices in the pro-

vince would violate the nature and legitimate scope of the pro

vincial legislation. A law of this nature would be struck 

do\~ by the Supreme Court for being ultra-vires, just as the 

Quebec law requiring the closing of shops on six Roman Catholic 

holidays was, in the Henry Birks case [1955] .39 Laws of this 

nature are deemed to be Sunday observance (criminal) laws and 

are wi thin the' jurisdiction of the federal government. 

The option of incorporating a provision into the Ontario 

Lord's Day Act which would allow people to choose whether they 

would worship on Saturdays or Sundays was discussed in the On

tario legislature in the mid-1970's. The opposition suggested 

that this solution would incorporate the interests of Jewish 

people, Seventh Day Adventists and other groups who worship 

on Saturdays into the provincial legislation. Mr. Singer re

marked that this was what was done in practice in Toronto and 

therefore should be given serious consideration: 

I think what has been going on, insofar 
as the Jewish segment of the community is 
concerned, is that where the police are 
convinced they are actual observers and they 
do close down on Saturday, they let them 
carry on, probably outside the law, but they 
let them carry on their businesses on Sun
day without any disturbance04.0 

~~. Kerr, who was the Provincial Secretary for justice and 

was responsible for publishing the Green PaperJ:!-T which made 

recommendations and proposals for legislation dealing with 

Sunday as a common day of rest and with uniform store hours, 



replied to Mr. Singer, 

But you see that would be hard to put in 
the law, otherwise we're involved in a re
ligious aspect. 

~x. Singer; You are, you are. But both 
those groups have very deep religious con
victions about the use of Saturday and 
the use of Sunday; and I think they deserve 
very serious consideration.~2 
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These changes were dismissed on practical and legal grounds, 

just as in the Green Paper, the possibility of "liberalized" 

.. d . 1 d'· d 43' "1 or more permlSSlve Sun ay shoPPlng aws was lsmlsse. ~ -

though the position of Saturday observers' was submitted to 

the committee compiling the Green Paper, the option of allow

ing Saturday closings in place of Sunday closings was not re-

commended. 

The import of these refusals to change the day of closings", , 

lessen the restrictions on Sundays, and retain Sunday as the 

only pause day, has been to uphold Sunday as the legitimate day 

of worship in the province. Simultaneously, the right of re

ligions which worship on Saturdays to be represented in this 

area has been denied. By not making concessions to these re

ligions, the provincial government is symbolically differen

tiatil~ between their position and rights in society and that 

of the established Protestants. However, as the exchange be

tween Mr. Singer and Ivir. Kerr reveals, violations of Sabbath 

closings are tolerated in urban centres. 

The other major source of challenge to the Sunday laws 

is posed by the economic sector. Larger stores are particu- -

larily responsible for protesting and violating the Sunday 
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Closing legislation in Ontario. When the government was ques

tioned in the legislature or the violations, Mr. Bales replied 

that an increasing number of stores were being prosecuted and 

fined for remaining open on Sundays: 

There is an argument, of course, that the 
fine for staying open really represents 
sort of a charge for opening for the day. 
But I think it is having an effect, 
generallY·44 

Enforcement was also hampered by the qualification that the 

Department of Justice could not prosecute a violator unless 

charges were laid against him. The oppositon feared that this 

would result in one or more of the chain stores attempting to 

"pressure a change in public opinion by something called a 

breach of the law."?}' Instances where the law had been alter-

ed because of violations were cited in support of this fear. 

The demands for change of economic interests and religious 

interests are related. Since 1906, both groups have opposed 

the law and attempted to change it through petitions and vio

lations. The government has consistently refused on the basis 

that Sunday legislation regarding closings and the Lord's Day 

(Ontario) Act are secular and theref·ore cannot implement the 

necessary changes, but as the Canadian Jewish Congress remark-

ed: "The remedy is within the competence of the province to 

provide, for the Ontario Lord's Day Act was enacted for the 

very purpose of carving out areas of exemption. 1I46 The pro-

vincial government will not alter its legislation concerning 

Sundays substantially. 
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Municipalities are increasingly adopting the Lord's Day 

(Ontario) Act and becoming more tolerant of Sunday activities. 

In urban centres which tend to favour less restrictive legis

lation, the prosecutions of violations of store closing by

laws are not systematic nor effective. However, the nature 

of the Act, to preserve worship on Sundays, has not been sig

nificantly altered, as Sunday activities are restricted to 

after 1:30 p.m., and municipalities reserve the right to des

ignate what activities will be permitted. The" legislation 

symbolically endorses the traditional customs of the province 

and denies other customs legal status. Symbollically, Sunday 

laws like liquor by-laws coerce people into accepting the es-

tablished habits of the community. 

Sunday laws are still significant to certain groups in 

society. Mel Lastman commented on the ideas associated with 

Sunday legislation in the Globe and Mail: 

Politicians are scared to touch it. They 
are afraid people would be forced to work 
if Sundays were opened up a bit. And, 
generally, the fear is that Sunday would 
become a wide-open day.l},Z 

He considered these fears to be nonsense, but former mayor of 

Toronto, John Sewell, suggested that open SQ~days would sig

nificantly alter Toronto's character: 

The question is how much '-Ne want to change 
the character of this city to accomodate 
tourists. • • We could say 'v'le want the 
Shriners here every weekend. but that's 
not the sort of city I want to live in'~8 

Sunday legislation vlould alter Toronto by making it encourag-
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ing to tourists and conventions to go there. This would cause 

it to become busier and livelier on weekends. 

Sewell's concerns were echoed by religious groups, labour 

unions and labour organizations like P.U.S.H. (Provincial Uni-

form store Hours) in the province, often in stronger terms. 

One opponent of loosening Sunday restrictions, was quoted in 

the Globe and Mail: "In California we see where wide-open 

Sundays lead to moral laxity, crime, promiscufuty, and the de-

419 cay of social mores.'~ Other .groups were concerned that more 

permissive Sunday laws would lead to the break-down of the fam

ily because members would have to work to provide entertain

ment for others. The central fear seemed to be that relaxation 

of Sunday laws would lead to a breakdov~ of accepted customs 

and habits. Consequently, the provincial government retains 

Sunday closing laws and protects the rights of municipalities 

to retain restrictive by-laws even though they violate the 

liberties of individuals. In these repects, Sunday laws are 

like local option by-laws. 

Local option and Sunday legislation are accorded a special 

status by the provincial government because of their symbolic 

meanings. Both areas of law are protected from major changes 

by the provincial government despite criticism that they in

fringe on personal liberties. Local option is protected to'a 

greater extent than Sunday laws although Sunday lavls have a 

religious significance. To reduce the political pressure for 

ch~~e in these areas the provincial government has continued-

to relegate the responsibility of adopting or rejecting pro-
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hibitory legislation to the municipalities. This has enabled 

individuals to preserve these by-laws and to continue coercing 

others into conforming to the traditions of tbeir community. 

The impetus for change in both Sunday and local option 

laws has come from urban areas, immigrant groups and the new 

middleclass which has accepted tolerance of other's weaknesses 

as respectable. The opposition to reforms rests with rural 

communities and with the traditional groups who look upon ab-

stinence as marks of respectability. According to Burnet, 

Sunday and liquor law's have been upheld by the working- class 

and a diminished middleclass. He argues that as the old Pur-

itan middleclass has entered the upper class, their place in 

the ranks of moral reform has not been replenished: 

As Toronto has grown to metropolitan 
status, its middleclasses have ceased to 
uphold themselves and to impose upon othe~s 
with fervour and unanimity the norms of . 
temperance and sabbatarianism. A few 
people t chiefly in the lower middle cl'ass
es, cling to the old standards. Many 
more, particualrily in the ranks of bus
iness executives, salesmen, and profession
als, are less inbued with puritanism than 
their nredecessors and do not consider 
drinking behaviour and S~~day observance 
as grave moral issues. Some regard tee
totalism and rigid sabbatarianism as in
tolerance and bigotry, to them forms of 
immorality more reprehensible than lack of 
self-discipline°S'O 

The traditional standards of the "old Ontarions" are being 

replaced by new ones. This has caused the supporters of trad-

i tional values to attempt to preserv-e their sta'l'1dards through 
-

local option and Sunday legislation. The provincial government 
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has recognized the importance of the legislation to these groups 

and has resisted pressure to enact changes. Instead it is 

content to let communities alter these laws as their characters 

change. 

Conclusion 

Local option by-laws are an unique area of law in the 

province. Treatment of these by-laws distinguishes them from 

purely instrumental laws, the general nature of liquor control! 

and by-laws conferring rights, p~ivileges and immunities. The 

boundaries created by local option remain intact and will not 

be altered until the electorate of each "dry" com.munity votes 

to obtain a "wet" status, or the policy of government under-

goes a drastic change. These possibilities seem unlikely be

cause of the history of local option and the position 1't now 

holds in the provincial legislation. 

It is a complex law that performs instrumental and sym

bolic fQ~ctions. Because it possesses this dual purpose, it 
'\ 

i_~_;supported by both "wets" and "drys" in many communities. 

Local option is an entrenched area of law because of its sym-

bolic status not its instrumental purpose. It is limited in 

effectiveness owing to reforms, new institutions and the chang-

ing society. but these very threats to its instrQ1!lentality in-

crease its symbolic meaning to "drys". As these threats con

tinue, support for local option will also persist. 



Laws as Rhetoric 

Laws governing symbolic issues cannot be merely instru-

mental in intent. They must operate as rhetoric does in the 
" 

sphere of opinion. If laws are to be effective, then they 1,,' 
1 

must appear differently to different people simultaneously --..--.-......... ".~.... ""~,. '" ", 

and convince each person that it is to his advantage to obey 

the la'N. If the laws operate in this manner, then they will 

be able to effect results without people realizing that they 

are being manipulated. Gradually a symbolic issue can be 

transformed without individuals being ~~tagonized by the 

changes. The behaviour of people can be altered provided that 

they do not discover that their position is beIng undermined 

by the law instead of upheld as they had believed. 

If John stuart Mill's principles of illegitimate and 

legitimate interference with others are to be applied to lo

cal option with success, then the legislation and government 

actions concerning liquor must function in a ma~er similar 

to rhetoric~ They must covertly persuade prohibitionists to 

accept these sta~dards. This chapter examines the reasons 

'why Mill's application of these principles to society are ina-

dequate in addressing issues like local option although they 

apply to the general liquor legislation with positive results. 

Local option is then examined to discover what techniques can 

be employed to reduce the political intensity of symbolic is-
-

sues, and to transform them to avoid confrontations a~d alien-

ation of prohibitionists in society. If the laws are used 

11:3 
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effectively, then prohibitionists can be induced into desiring 

to abide by self-regarding and other-regarding classifications. 

In chapter one, parallels between Mill's theory and 

liquor legislation in Ontario were drawn to illustrate the 

liberal nature of the laws. Local option clauses were cited 

as the anomalies in this legislation because they were not 

liberal. Whereas drinking was viewed as a legitimate activity 

in the province and'was facilitated but controlled by the 

general legislation, local option entitled people who abstain

ed to impose their morality on other people. Local option 

laws signalled that intolerance of drinking was a legitimate 

mode of behaviour. It was concluded that Mill's principles 

could not be applied in an issue such as local option because 

the abstainers were unwilling to respect the habits of drink

ers in society and were militant enough to effect legal re

cognition of their intolerance. For Mill, such a disregard 

of the division between self-regarding and other-regarding 

actions was reprehensible. 

Mill wrote On Liberty with the intention of defining the 

legitimate spheres of political and social authority over in

dividuals in a liberal-democratic society. He considered 

social tyranny to be even more repressive than political tyran

ny. The former threat is more serious because a bad ruler or 

government can be isolated and purged but when the fault lies 

within the people themselves it cannot be so easily exorcised. 

Mill warns that: 



Society can and does execute its own mandates; 
and if it issues wrong mandates instead of 
right, or any mandates at all in things with 
which it ought not to meddle, it practices 
a social tyranny more formidable than many 
kinds of political oppressiono l 
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Social tyranny of the majority is more dangerous because it 

extends into the realm of individual liberty and represses 

the individual by confining his growth and actions. Protec

tion against political infringements in society is not suf

ficient: 

There needs protection also against the 
tyranny of prevailing opinion and feeling, 
against the tendency of society to impose, 
by other means than civil penalties, its 
own ideas and practices as rules of conduct 
on those who dissent from them; to fetter 
the development, and if possible prevent 
the formation of any individuality not in 
harmony with its ways and compels all char
acters to fashion themselves upon the model 
of its own. There is a limit to the legit
imate interference of collective opinion 
with individual independence: and to find 
that limit and maintain it against encroach
ment, is as indispensible to a good condi
tion of human affairs, as protection against 
political despotismo 2 

Mill perceives the dangers inherent in people imposing their 

opinions on others and attempts to limit this interference 

of individuals with others. However, he does not outline the 

method for implementing this limit in areas where people do 

not observe the limit willi~~ly and pressure the government 

for reforms enabling thim to exceed the limit. Mill merely 

decrees that people should not interfere with the personal 

liberties of others and explains why it is wrong to do so. 

Mill recognizes that there will be people in society who 
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object to self-regarding conduct on the basis that it offends 

them, but neglects to adequately addr.ess the question of how 

to alleviate the anxieties of these people or to silence them. 

Mill characterizes these people as "bigots" and defines them 

as individuals who, 

consider as an injury to themselves any con
duct which they have a distaste for, and re
sent it as an outrage to their feelings; as 
a religious bigot, when charged with disregard
ing the religious feelings of others, has been 
known to retort that they disregard his feel
ings by persisting in their abominable wor
ship or creede) 

This argument bears a close resemblance to the one used by 

many advocates of local option in Ontario who object to drink

ing on the basis that it is evil and that people who drink 

offend them. The bigot is not injured in an immediate sense, 

but he insists that watching another person engage in what he 

considers a despicable activity warrants interference with the 

actor because of the disgust it causes him. 

Mill dismisses this excuse for interference with another 

as being inadequate. He states that: 

there is no parity between the feeling of 
a person for his own opinion, and the feel
ing of another who is offended at his hold
ing it; no more than between the desire of a 
thief to take a purse, and the desire of the 
right owner to keep it. And a person's taste 
is as much his own peculiar concern as his 
opinion or his purse.4 

The offended person does not have reasonable grounds to justi

fy im~ringing on the rights of others. Perception of an offence 

is not a valid justification because it can be used to inter-

fere with the liberties and personal choices of individuals 
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where no one but the immediate person is implicated. Accept-

ing these grounds as a legitimate reason for interference would 

have two serious consequences. First, it would allow individ

uals to impose their opinions on others which would deny the 

right and ability of that person to govern himself. In a so

ciety with laws premised on the assumption that men are ration

al enough to govern themselves and to participate in the govern

ing of others through elections, the denial of the right and 

ability of self-governance would undermine the fundamental pre

miss of the society. Second, interference based on a perceiv

ed offence would erode the basis of liberty in society. Per

sonal choice would become subject to the questionable opinions 

of others. This would harm the opportunities individuals have 

to develop and to revitalize society through their original 

ideas and actions. Society, by tolerating illegitimate inter

ference, would be ignoring one avenue of growth and stimula

tion. 

Mill censured the Maine Law (1815) because it legitimized 

interfering with the personal liberties of others and arose out 

of the propensity of men to "extend the bounds of what may be 

called moral police, until it encroaches on the most unques

tionably legitimate liberty of the individual.,,5 This law 

was directed towards curtailing the sale of liquor within the 

state but had the effect of a prohibitory law. Mill did not 

criticize the law for its intent because liquor retail is 

classified as "trading, and trading is a social act,,6 subject-
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to regulation. His objection v.,as that the It infringement com

plained of is not on the liberty of the seller, but on that . 
of the consumer.,,7 Because liquor use was curtailed through 

the restrictions on the trade, the liberty of the drinker was 

violated. Similarily with local option, prohibition of liquor 

outlets within communities inf~inges on the liberty of others 

to drink. Although this interference may be defended by argu

ments that the drinker endangers his life on the highways, 

sets a bad example or by other instrumental arguments, Mill 

maintains that it is illegitimate until the drinker actually 

harms the other or poses a serious threat to him. The use of 

alcohol should not be interfered with because it does not di-

rectly affect or threaten others. 

Mill anticipates another objection to his division of 

legitimate and illegitimate spheres of authority: 

How (it may be asked) can any part of the 
conduct of a member of society be a matter 
of indifference to the other members? No 
person is an entirely isolated being; it is 
impossible for a person to do anything 
seriously or permanently hurtful to him
self, without mischief reaching at least 
to his near connections, and often far be
yond them.S 

People will interfere with others who are acting within the 

sphere of self-regarding actions if they disapprove of the 

conduct on the grounds that the conduct of one member of so

ciety necessarily affects the other members. These people 

believe that such conduct which is not accepted by society 

will affect them adversely. This form of perceived harm is 
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more difficult to handle than actual harm in society. Where

as actual harm can be concretely defined and isolated, per

ceived harm cannot be. The latter exists in the minds and 

opinions of others and therefore its seriousness cannot be 

judged accurately. This intangible form of harm is not a valid 

basis for interfering with self-regarding actions because it 

could be used to eradicate personal liberty entirely. 

In local option issues people often view drinkers as 

depreciating the value of their property and threatening their 

way of life by introducing different habits into their commun

ity. In the estimation of the abstainers, their happiness and 

well-being are threatened by this "degeneracy" paraded before 

them. Furthermore, they view the alcoholic as a liability 

that society must support, and thus see themselves as ultimate

ly paying for his folly. Therefore, they will not consent to 

permitting others to drink because they view drinking as ex

tending beyond the realm of personal choice. The abstainers 

will not abide by Mill's guidelines because they define self

regarding and other-regarding categories differently. They de

fine them in relation to themselves. 

To coerce either group into relinquishing their values and 

beliefs or to control their self-regarding behaviour would be 

an unwarranted infringement of personal liberty. However, as 

long as people view their behaviour as correct and their neigh

bour's as wrong and as affecting them adversely (albeit indi-
"-

rectly), they will interfere with their neighbour. They will-
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attempt to induce him to accept their morality whether by 

assimilative or coercive means. Because these areas are felt 

to affect them and threaten their morality and standards, leg

islation is ineffective in restraining this tendency. The leg

islation itself would be viewed as part of the "ene1:fiy'" ·and be

come the target of criticism and abuse. They would attempt to 

change it, not abide by it. Therefore, the issue must be re

cast in a different form if people are going to respect person

al liberty.' in areas with strong symbolic connotations such as 

liquor consumption. 

The first step in preventing illegitimate interference 

with others in an area with a symbolic meaning is to erode the 

basis for claims.that the activity directly affects others. 

In the liquor issue this can be acheived by strictly enforcing 

laws where drinking exceeds the self-regarding classification. 

For example, if laws against driving under the influence of 

alcohol are rigidly enforced and heavy penalties are imposed 

on violators, then the claim of prohibitionists that drinkers 

endanger their lives becomes less effective. Two immediate 

results are acheived from maintaining strict standards. First, 

the legislation symbOlically confirms the position of the ab

stainer~ It concedes that the abstainer was right, drinking 

can be dangerous, and therefore should be controlled. This 

reassures the abstainer that his views and welfare are being 

protected. The abstainer can no longer use this claim effec

tively against drinking. Second, the government's assumption-
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of the responsibility of controlling drinking when it becomes 

other-regarding, alleviates the need of individuals in society 

to interfere in actions which could become other-regarding. 

Their interference can be limited to disapproval and warnings 

against this conduct more easily. 

If symbolic issues are to be handled effectively and 

people are to be induced into accepting the actions of others 

as legitimate, then the political intensity of the issue must 

be reduced. An effective legislatQr~: like a skillful rhetor

ician, will acheive this by using the laws to remove the black 

and white nature of the issue and then will repaint it in 

shades of grey. The issue must be obscured to prevent polar-

ization in society over it. 

One of the dangers in a symbolic issue is that people 

become polarized and cannot reconcile their differences with-

out losing face. In his discussion of evocative symbols in 

American political life, Murray Edelman noted that the politi

cal consequence of these symbols was "to harden both the dogma and 

the heresy.,,9 This hardening of position resulted in a polar

ization of people in society and the strict definition of roles 

in relation to their stance. Unlike threats that exist in 

times of war or national crisis, the threats perceived in sym

bolic issues are intangible and not easily defined. As a re

sult the symbolic issue can become more exaggerated and require 

government intervention to clariry it and reduce the tension 

between the antagonists. Or, because the response to the issue 
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is intense and the thr.eat is not clearly observable but sensed, 

government intervention can further the polarization and 

cause a realignment of positions. In these issues, the govern-

ment and its agencies must choose their roles carefully. This 

is not the effect government intervention tends to have in 

more tangible (less symbolic) issues. As Edelman comments, 

if the threat posed to the population is "clearly observable 

and subject to systematic study, perception of its character 

and of techniques for dealing with it converge. p,olarization 

and exaggeration become less feasible."lO The government role 

and res~onse are dictated more directly by the issue and the 

threat does not cause rifts in society as readily. 

Polarization occurred in local option because the estab-

lished middleclass perceived the introduction and acceptance 

of alien values into society by immigrants and lower classes 

as a threat to their position. During the First World VIar, 

the association of liquor with the enemy caused the role of 

the government to become clearly outlined. Consequently, 

liquor was expelled from the province with majority approval. 

But once the war was over and the threat was not as clear, 

polarization on the issue intensified. The role the gov-

ernment chose, to accommodate the new, majoritarian values, 

was symbolized by the repeal of prohibition in Ontario. 

This action increased the antagonism between the "wets" and 

the "drys" but the alignment of government vii th the "wets" and 

the vleakened solidarity and strength of the "drys" prevented -
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prohibition from continuing as a crucial issue in provincial 

politics. However, the recognition of local option by-laws en-

sured that polarization and hostility over liquor would con

tinue in the municipal arena. 

The populations of "dry" communities are still polarized 

to a certain extent over local option issues. It would be 

misleading to assume that these groups are polarized in the 

full sense of the term because polarization would mean that 

the two groups 

within the society are sharply separated from 
each other. They hold different values, 
live in different areas, are affiliated with 
different political orientations. There is 
Ii ttle cross membership.. As a result the 
lines of group differentiation are clearly 
drawn. Cultural polarization refers to 
the process in which cultural groups --eth
nic communities, religious groups, status 
groups of other kinds-- are sharply sep
arated. Polarization implies a situation 
of conflict rather than one of dominant 
~~d subordinated groups. In a polarized 
society there is little middle ground. ll 

Dri~~ers and abstainers are distinguised in social enviro~ments 

and "dry" communities are perceivably different from "wet" ories, 

but they are not as distinct as they were in the past. Drink

ers and abstainers mix on social occasions and in jobs, belong 

to the same clubs and live in the same areas. This intermi~~

ling aids in reducing the tendency to polarize by enabling the 

groups to observe and become accustomed to each other. Because 

they are interacting so closely, it becomes more difficult for 

them to stereotype each other and their behaviour. The prox

imity provides them with the opportunity to understand each 
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others views and therefore, should be encouraged. 

The provincial government has encouraged a compromise 

between the two positions by creating a middle ground through 

the creation of the eight categories of "dryness". Areas 

are no longer presented with an absolute issue. People are 

not forced to say either "yes, we want liquor" or "no, we do 

not". This has effected a compromise because licences or 

stores are obtainable without an area having to become complete

ly "wet". The degrees of "wetness" allow liquor to be intro

duced gradually into "dry" areas, giving residents time to 

adjust. Because the province is "wet" with exceptions being 

the "dry" areas, the government is able to support the position 

of "drys" by publicly endorsing local option. The govern.11lent 

lessens the polarization over local option by telling the 

drin.1cers that liquor is widely available and becoming moreso 

as the local option legislation is amended to allow exceptions 

in "dry" areas. Conversely, the govern.ment reduces the anxiety 

of "drys" by retaining local option and professing that it 

will not alter the law. "Wets" or drinkers find "drys" less 

offensive because their needs are met although with discomfort 

sometimes, and "drys" become less hostile because their centre 

of focus and protection, local option laws, is secure. Al

though the objects and feelings of the two groups are opposed, 

the intensity and distance of their positions is lessened be

cause the a.pprehended threat of the "drys" is reduced in scope. 

The increase in the n~~ber of categories was resisted by -
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proponents of a "dr.:r" status. Many realized that it is diffi

cult to maintain their position in a community where drinking 

can be made a legitimate form of behaviour by being combined 

with another activity ~~ch as eating. In communities where the 

"dry" status rests on a number of factors, the introduction 

of degrees of "wetness" can threaten it. Often drinkers in 

a community will vote against liquor because they feel that 

its introduction would change the atmosphere of the community 

and they do not want their .children exposed to bars, the abuse 

of alcohol, and associated evils. They object to drinking 

establishments because they could increase the noise and traf

fic in a neighbourhood, and the threat of vandalism. There 

are a number of such factors which can influence a vote when 

combined with the positions of abstainers. However, if bars 

are not the issue but only licenced restaurants, then these 

people may be persuaded to vote "wet" on the question. Be

cause licenced restaurants seem more respectable than taverns 

or bars, they do not pose a similar threat to the atmosphere 

of the community. Dri~~ers may even be enticed by the pros

pect of having a drink with dinner in their community. 

The success of this move in b1urri~~ the issue is mirror

ed in the number of areas which are totally "dry" as compared 

to those which are partially "dry". In chapter two it was 

noted that of approximately 795 municipalities in Ontario, 

only 53 were completely "dry" as of October 1981. In contrast, 

225 permitted some form of liquor outlet. Although allowance 
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must be made for other factors, it can be assumed that the 

introduction of a number of degrees of "wetness" has result-

ed in the decrease in number of municipalities that are com

pletely "dry". The increase in choices has induced people to 

compromise on the liquor issue. 

Changes of this nature decrease the chances of polarization 

in issues because they prevent people from rigidly defining 

their roles or stances. The tendency to polarize has been de

creased further by the government's affirmation of the position 

of ndrys" in public. By refusing to change local option, of

ten for the reason that any alterations would weaken the moral 

fabric of communities,12" the government has removed the cause 

for "drys" to assume a more defensive position. 

Edelman comments that such government actions have a psycho

logical effect on groups in society: 

Practically every political act that is contro
versial or regarded as really important is 
bound to serve in part as a condemnation 
symbol. It evokes a quiescent or an arous-
ed mass response because it symbolized a 
threat or reassurance. 13 

Affirmation of a group's stance on an issue like local option 

serves as a condensation symbol by evoking a quiescent response 

from "drys". This assurance is necessary because it reduces 

the fears of this group and symbolizes their acceptance in 

society. 

Gusfield agrees that psychological assurance is necessary 

but qualifies Edelman's statement by stressing that something 

very real is at stake in issues of status reform: 



These can be specified in two different types 
of ways in which status interests enter into 
political issues. First any governmental ac
tion can be an act of deference because it 
confers power op one group and limits some 
other group. It bolsters or diminishes the 
claim of a group to differential treatments. 
Second, the specific status order, as dis
tinct from the constellation of classes is 
affected by actions which bear upon styles 
of life. 14 
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Not every government act is an act of deference or power trans

fer, but some are. Certain acts of government can cause feel

ings of quiescence or arousal based on whether a group feels 

that it is being praised or denigrated in relation to the 

opposing group. Therefore, when the Ontario government public-

ly endorses the position of "drys", they are reassured. "Wets" 

accept this because they are dominant and can afford to be 

charitable; but this charity only results because of their 

security. A quiescent response is evoked from the abstainers 

because they no longer perceive a direct threat to their status. 

If local option was abolished then the issue would be 

forced to a confrontation causing the abstainers to polarize 

and become alienated. This act would pose a direct threat to 

the validity of their position. They would perceive the changes 

as an injustice perpetrated by a government hostile to them. 

These feelings of antagonism could persist for many years. 

Therefore, the answer does not lie in forcing the issue to a 

crisis point, but in transformil1..g it. To challenge "drys" out-

right would only cause the issue to become entrenched. Instead, 

by introducing liquor into areas gradually and increasing the

incentives for· areas to become "wet u , the government can man-
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ipulate individuals into eventually accepting drinking as a 

legitimate area of self-regarding actions. 

The primary difficulty in handling an issue, in this man

ner lies in maintaining strict standards when liquor has been 

introduced into areas, and over drinking where it begins to 

affect others directly. The government cannot permit liquor 

outlets to correspond to the stereotype "drys" have of them. 

If the standards of outlets are permitted to s lip and they be-

come disreputable, then the belief that liquor leads to moral 

laxity and depravity will be confirmed. The Ontario govern

ment has maintained strict control over the appearance of their 

stores to avoid this from happening. As ~~. Nixon commented 

in the legislature: 

the Liquor Control Board has the finest 
building in town. It sometimes shocks me, 
when I go into a community where they are 
working very hard for a new arena, where 
there are other buildings of a public nature 
that have been put up, supported largely by 
the efforts of the local community, that 
the most impressive piece of real estate, 
with a big parlcing lot with "in" and "out" 
signs --that's the liquor store. 15 

I'IIr. Edighoffer confirmed his remarlcs: 

~tr leader said there is some concern about 
the big., expensive-looking buildings in 
some areas. I know I have been in some 
areas where it looks as if it is the 
most predominant building in that area. 16 

As both members noted, the buildings are sometimes impressive, 

but moreover, they are very clean and orderly. Clerks tend 

to be older, tidy middleclass people who are considered res

pectable members of the community. Liquor is sold in a res-

pectable atmosphere and gains credibility as an acceptable 
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commodity by association. 

In response to these comments, ~~. Drea declared that 

the government would be remiss in its duties to the people, 

"if it were to sell alcohol out of second-rate stores on the 

back streets of communities. 1I17 He claimed that government 

"has a responsibility to upgrade the community in the particular 

function it serves. One of the ways that you stimulate ~~d up

grade a community is by the quality of your building. nl8 Liquor 

outlets can no longer be accused of degrading the community, 

they have become the standard by which other buildings are 

judged. This has the effect of making liquor more palatable 

because it is not associated with undesirable ways of life. 

Drea went on to attack the system used in the United 

states and emphasized the orderliness and efficiency of the 

Canadian system of control by comparison. He commented wryly 

that the Americ~~ all-night liquor stores were hardly the 

pieces of imagination and vitality in business selling that 

some people declare they ar,e: 

As a matter of fact, if you go into some of 
them late at night, it comes as a great shock 
to you that you can dicker over the counter 
for how much you're going to pay for the 
bottle. There doesn't seem to be any es
tablished price. At some of them, too, 
they will give you a sample of what you are 
buying to make sure that the vodka, or the 
tequila is up to your standard. The labels 
look as if they were stuck on the day be
fore. However, that is enough about quality 
control. 19 

The picture he paints is one of surreptitious and disrespect

ful conduct which takes place in the middle of the night in 
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corner liquor stores. This is an association that the govern

ment cannot afford to have made if liquor is to become more 

acceptable to abstainers. Therefore, the standards of stores, 

and also lounges and drinking establishments, must be fairly 

high. It is by the same logic that drinking in parks is not 

condoned. If it were, then drinking would be seen as infring

ing on what is regarded as the domain of families. The atti

tudes of people towards liquor would harden if they felt that 

their children were exposed to drinkers and drunks in respect

able areas. 

The government censures names of liquor establishments 

which have an adverse ~onnQtati~nfor liquor to reduce negative 

associations with drinking. The yvord "bar" is not allowed to 

be advertised in signs on drinking establishments. This is 

not just a question of semantics, but serves a purpose. In 

1976, in the Ontario Legislature, rnr. Handleman. successor to 

r~. Drea, commented that: 

Bars are not allowed in Ontario. You will 
never see a neon sign saying "Bar". There 
are bars in dining establishments but there 
are no bars serving liquor. 20 

Moreover, he stressed that: 

There are no licences issued to bars. We 
have had many people say, "We go to the 
states and we can walk off the street on 
3rd Avenue and there it is --bar, bar, bar-
and you can go bar-hopping." Bars aren't 
permitted' 2l 

Bar-hopping is associated vii th the lax system of liquor retail 

in the states. By comparison, Canada seems to be more disci-

plined and hence, more respectable. Canadians do not go "bar-
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hopping". The word "lo1.ll1ge" has a more respectable connotation 

than the word "bar". The former is associated with a quiet 

place of leisure, whereas the latter word, "bar", is generally 

associated with a lower class of activity and hard drinking. 

It has a disreputable connotation. Since this is the type of 

association that the government is attempting to avoid, it 

censures the name. 

Therefore, symbolic issues, like local option, must be 

manipulated to reduce the response they evoke from people. 

The laws can be used to reassure prohibitionists that their 

position is being protected while they are being unconscious

ly persuaded and enticed into accepting the right of others to 

drink. The reassurance will decrease the chances of polariz

ation and the maintenance of strict standards and tight con

trol over liquor offences will help transform the issue. The 

concern of people becomes focussed upon the control of liquor 

instead of whether or not it is harmful. The fact that liquor 

can be destructive is conceded to "drys", . therefore "drys" feel 

that their view is accepted. If the liquor laws were used 

even more effectively, then "drys" would feel secure enough to 

tolerate drinking in society. This would entail passing laws 

which maintain strict control over liquor while making it more 

available to suit the desires of the majority of the population. 

The laws would be operating as effectively as rhetoric if they 

could acheive this task of satisfying "wets" and 1Idrys" simul

taneously. "Wets" can be made to accept strict enforcement o.:f 

liquor la~i"!s because the prevailing opinion accepts that 
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liquor is potentially dangerous. Provided that their right to 

drink is not violated, then drinkers will accept the limits 

imposed on that right: that they may drink unless they affect 

another adversely. The "drys" can be persuaded to tolerate 

drinking if their view of liquor as disreputable is upheld and 

their attention is drawn to control. The key lies in fashion

ing the law so that it will address both groups differently at 

the same time and in presenting liquor as a respectable com

modity, while conceding that drinking is disreputable. If a 

government manages to accomplish this, it will be using the 

laws as a rhetorician uses speech. The issue is transformed 

through tolerance -and by giving it a cloak of decency. People 

cannot fight when there is no opposition, their arguments are 

praised and where the enemy and contempt are supposed to be, 

there is a smiling government that echoes their feelings and 

a commodity that is used even within their prescribed standards 

of decency. 

This method of handling local option is not confined to 

it but may also be applied to other symbolic issues with suc

cess. Sunday observance laws have been treated in a similar 

manner. The issue has been confined to a local level. As in 

the case of liquor, this, has aided in diffusing the issue. 

Because people may determine the conduct in their co~~unities, 

the threat to their position is diminished. The issue is not 

being fought at a provincial level where the feebleness of the 

position of Sunday observances is apparent or where they coul-d 

possibly incite others to support them temporarily if their 
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position was rejected outright. The localization of the issue 

confines it and prevents intense responses from being evoked 

in mass proportions. 

In Sunday observance issues, the government seems partial 

to the position of observers because it retains a system of 

local option and opposes Sunday openings. The Sunday laws are 

protected and enforced in municipalities that restrict activities. 

However, the government is tolerant of some breaches in the 

law in communities, like Toronto, where less restrictive laws 

are desired. The government has introduced changes gradually, 

allowing municipalities to decide when and if they will accept 

them. By not prosecuting Sunday violators where they do not 

offend people and by making changes slight, the government 

accommodates the positions of both groups. The effect of the 

actions is to appease the traditional middleclass and to con

vince others who want Sunday amusements that concessions are 

being made to them. 

One means of transforming this issue is very similar to 

one used with local option. The Ontario Law Reform COIIh>nission 

recommended that the name of the act be changed from "The Lord's 

Day (Ontario) Act" to a title with a more secular connotation 

such as "The Su.l1day Leisure Act". This change would eliminate 

the automatic association of Sunday legislation with religion. 

The secular title would inspire images of leisure and recrea

tion instead of images of piety ~l1d Sunday observa~ce. This 

change could be implemented provided that it 'was perceived by

advocates of restrictive legislation as a nominal one. ~I:f' the 
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change were introduced by degrees then opposition to them 

could be avoided. The name could be cha.l1ged to "The Sunday 

Act" before introducing the word "leisure". This would pro

vide a transition to the secular title because it would be a 

more .neutral name. 

Regulation of Sunday laws should remain the responsibili~y 

of the Ministry of Justice and not tral1sferred to the Ministry 

of Labour relations if changes in Sunday legislation are to be 

made effectively. The location of these laws in the Justice 

department conveys the impression that the position of pro

ponents of Sunday observance is beLl1.g upheld by representing 

Sunday laws as a serious area of law bordering on criminal law. 

For the opponents, the location would not be as important pro

vided that they were reassured that the intent of the legis

lation was to ensure that they had a common day of rest and that 

changes were allowing them to engage in their desired activities. 

Therefore, by providing the means for municipalities to 

"opt out" of the restrictive federal legislation by degrees 

while appearing tolerant of restrictions and assuring advocates 

of restrictions that their views are being considered, the 

government can amend the law to reduce infringements on the 

liberties of others. To be successful in obtaining the observ

ance of the right to self-regarding actions, the government 

must portray itself as acting for the benefit and welfare of 

society by enforcing strict standards and opposing rapid 

changes. By assuming this stance it is able to resist pressure 
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to enact changes making the laws more permissive at a rapid 

rate. However, it must appear to be making concessions to 

the people favouring loosening of the restrictions if they are 

to accept the laws and abide by them. 

This method of implementing changes decreases the chances 

of polarization on symbolic issues. It requires the govern

ment to act as adroitly as a rhetorician does, exercising tact 

and diplomacy. If the technique is skillfully used, then the 

laws, like words, can be used as rhetorical devices and will 

address different people differently. The result will be an 

increasing tolerance in society of the right of people to govern 

themselves in actions which are self-regarding. By removing 

the threat, or at least the perception of it, to the status 

of Mill's "bigots" and refocussing their attention away from 

the symbol, these people who now feel cornered will be able to 

afford the luxury of tolerance. 



Conclusion 

John stuart Mill's limit of the legitimate power that 

can be exercised over an individual in society is applaudable 

but is difficult to implement in symbolic areas. The laws 

governing conduct in these areas acquire a special significance 

for elements of society and therefore cannot be as restrict-

ed or amended as easily as purely intrumental laws. If these 

symbolic laws are treated like instrumental laws, then the feel

ings of people who vi~w these laws as special will be disregard

ed. Because they interpret the law as upholding their position 

in symbolic areas, they would view casual treatment of the law: 

as an insult to their status and their feelings. A prudent 

government or politician will instinctively guage the sensitiv

ity of laws and issues and handle them accordingly. In laws, 

like local option, the clever politician will act to preserve 

the dignity of those citizens who associate their status in 

society with the issue and the law. 

In order to apply John stuart :Mill' s principle of legi t

imate and illegitimate interference with others to symbolic 

issues, it is necessary to transform the issue. If the issue 

is not transformed, then people will attempt to impose their 

sense of what is right on others. In the area of local option 

"drys" would not accept Mill's guidelines and tolerate the 

drinking of "wets" in society because they viewed this action 

as a challenge to their morality and definition of respectabil

ity. To induce them to accept Mill's standards, it is necessary 

136 
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to refocus their attention and alter the issue so they do not 

interpret the action or the changes in local option as threats 

towards them. 

Asymbolic issue can be effectively transformed by using 

the laws and government actions as a rhetorician uses words 

and meanings. The people must be persuaded to respect the ac

tions of others through reassurance and then by basing changes 

to the law on a prejudice that is common to its observers. In 

local option this can be acheived by reassuring "drys" that 

liquor by-laws will not be altered directly ~~d that their 

standards of behaviour are respected, while implementing 

changes in related fields of the liquor legislation which erode 

local option gradually. The common prejudice, that can be used 

to appease "drys" and convince them that their feelings are 

respected, while satisfying "wets" that the slow rate of change 

is necess~J. is the belief that liquor is a potentially harm

ful cow~odity and therefore, must be strictly controlled for 

the protection of society. By acknowledging this characteristic 

of liquor and enacting strict regulations to govern drinking 

where it affects others, the government will be confirming the 

position and opinions of "drys" in society. This will reduce 

their need to encroach upon the personal liberties of others 

and will enable the government to induce "drys" and "wets" to 

tolerate each other's positions. 

This solution was arrived at by examining local option as 

a symbolic and intrumental issue in various contexts. Chapter 
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one outlined the framework for the thesis. John stuart Mill's 

principles were compared to the liquor control system in On

tario and the similarities in purpose, and procedure were high

lighted. Mill's guidelines for dealing with potentially harm

ful commodities were presented as a desirable method of legis

lating over these areas because they encouraged tolerance of 

the actions of others to produce individuality and originality 

which are necessary to the growth of society. But, because they 

could not be applied to symbolic areas of law like local option, 

it was 'determined that local option should be explored in order 

to discover if and how Mill's formula could be applied to sym

bolic issues. 

Local option was explored in chapter two in order to as

certain what local option is and how it developed. The lack 

of direct change to local option throughout its history was 

emphasized. Municipalities retain the right to restrict the 

retail sale of liquor within their boundaries and these boun

daries and these boundaries have not' altered since 1927. 

This study of local option raised the question of why lo

cal option has persisted as a law and an issue in Ontario des

pite the changes in society. This question was the focal point 

of chapter three. The effect of recent amendments to the li

Quor legislation on local option was explored and it was deter

mined that the instrumental functions of local option are being 

eroded or replaced. By many, local option was considered an 

unnecessary and a redundant field of legislation. An inter- -

pretation of the history of local option was offered to explain 
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why it has remained an entrenched area of law. This interpre

tation revealed that local option is upheld because it is a 

symbol of the values and morality of one section of the pop

ulation which is no longer dominant. In response to their de

cline in status and dominance in society, these people resorted 

to coercive reform to reassure themselves that they were still 

a prominent and respected class. They identify their values 

with the tradition and establishment of Ontario and therefore, 

resist changes that threaten their definition of the respec

table conduct of citizens of Ontario. 

The uniqueness of local option was presented in chapter 

four through a comparison with the handling of other liquor 

laws, boundary laws and another symbolic issue, Sunday legis

lation. The handling of Sunday laws bore the closest resem

blance to local option. However, even Sunday legislation, 

which has been closely related to local option throughout its 

history, has not been accorded the equivalent degree of respect. 

Local option by-laws are special in that they can only be al

tered through referenda. They remain in force even if an area 

is annexed or amalgates with another mQ~icipality. 

Chapter five explored the means of managing local option 

to induce "drys" to adhere to Mill's standards of tolerance. 

To arrive at the conclusion outlined at the beginning of this 

summary, the methods that the provincial government has em

ployed in neutralizing local option and Sunday laws were exam

ined. 

These techniques are effective within a limited range. 
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Local option has been eroded as a symbolic issue in the pro- . 

vince however, the persistance of sensitivity reveals that 

these techniques are not entirely adequate. Local option will 

exist in perpetuity unless the liquor laws can convince adher

ents of local option that it is unnecessary for protecting 

their status in society --a difficult task that requires the 

skill of a master rhetorician. 
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